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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we classify thefinite-dimensional mpleLie algebras over an 
algebraically c osed field F of characteristic p > 7 which are restricted (that 
is, have a mapping x-+ xp such that (ad x)~ = ad(xP) for all x) and which 
have a toral Cartan subalgebra (that is, a Cartan subalgebra which acts 
diagonally on each root space, or, equivalently, a Cartan subalgebra 
containing no nonzero elements annihilated by the pth power mapping). Our 
result (Theorem 9.1) is that such an algebra iseither classical (that is, one of 
the analogues over F of a finite-dimensional mpleLie algebra over C, see 
[ 17; 20, Chapter II]) or a Jacobson-Witt algebra W,, = Der(F[x, ,..., x,]/ 
(XL.., xz)). Since the Jacobson-Witt algebras re of Cartan type our 
conclusion is in accord with the conjecture of Kostrikin and Safarevic [ 151 
that any finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebra over F is either 
classical or of Cartan type. 
Demuskin has determined [7,8] (up to conjugacy under the 
automorphism group) all Cartan subalgebras of the restricted simple Lie 
algebras ofCartan type. Inspection of these results shows that he only 
restricted simple Lie algebras ofCartan type with toral Cartan subalgebras 
are the Jacobson-Witt algebras. Thus to prove our theorem it is sufficient to 
prove that a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebra over F with a 
toral Cartan subalgebra is either classical or of Cartan type. 
To show that he algebras weconsider a e classical or of Cartan type we 
use a “recognition theorem” due to Kac [ 131, stated in detail as 
Theorem 1.1, for a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebra L over F
containing a suitable maximal subalgebra L,.This theorem shows that if L
contains a maximal subalgebra L, satisfying certain (rather restrictive) 
hypotheses (on a filtration L 2 .. . 1 L _, 2 L, 2 L i 2 . . . of the algebra L)
then L is either classical or of Cartan type. 
In practice, it ishard to apply this recognition theorem, since it is difficult 
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to find maximal subalgebras L, for which the hypotheses ofthe theorem 
hold. Most of this paper is devoted to describing a  appropriate choice of L,, 
and to verifying that he hypotheses of the recognition theorem are indeed 
satisfied. 
Our definition of an appropriate L, depends upon the notion of a section 
of a Lie algebra M. Let M have Cartan decomposition M = H + C&f,. For 
roots a and /I define M a) = ZyEZaMy and M(a,4’ = CYEZa+ ZBMy. Define the 
rank one section M[a] = M’“‘/solv(M’“‘) and the rank two section 
M[ a, p] = M’“~4’/solv(M’“*D’) ( w h ere solv(M) denotes the solvable radical of
M). Assume H is a torus. Then M[a] is a restricted semisimple Lie algebra 
with a Cartan subalgebra of dimension <l, hence by Kaplansky’s Theorem 
[ 14, Theorem 21 must be (0), sI(2), orIV,. Also, M[a, /I] is a semisimple 
restricted Lie algebra with a Cartan subalgebra of dimension <2. Hence it 
must be (0), 41(2), W or one of the 23 restricted semisimple Lie algebras of
rank two determined by Block and the author in 161. 
We use this knowledge ofthe possible M[a] and M[a, /I] in the following 
manner. For any Lie algebra M containing a subalgebra N let g(M, N) 
denote the set of all (ad N)-invariant subalgebras of M in which every 
composition factor is abelian orclassical simple. Now g(Ltm’), H  may or 
may not contain a unique lement of maximum dimension. Ifsuch an 
element does exist we say a is proper and we denote the element by 
Qcu) = H + ZQi,. (This is a restatement of the definition of proper from [ 6, 
Definition 2.6.1 I.) Our technique isto describe L,in terms of the Q, . 
However, to have all the Q, available we must know that all roots are 
proper. A technique, due to Winter [28], exists for switching Cartan 
subalgebras in uch a way that an improper root can be replaced bya proper 
root. This alone is not sufficient to show that all roots can be made proper, 
since it is possible a priori for Winter’s technique, while making an improper 
root a proper, tosimultaneously makea proper root /l improper. However, if 
this were to occur in the algebra M the same behavior would occur in the 
rank two section M[a,/.I]. We show that his is impossible in any rank two 
semisimple algebra, and hence that if a restricted Lie algebra M contains a 
toral Cartan subalgebra then it contains a toral Cartan subalgebra with 
respect towhich all roots are proper. 
Once we know that all roots of a restricted simple Lie algebra L are 
proper we define Q = H + CQ,. We show that Q is a subalgebra and that, 
for each a and /3, dim L’“*4’/Q (rr~4) < 2. It is again suflicient to check this in 
each L[a, p]. Here, however, the situation s more subtle than above. The 
result we need is not true in all 23 rank two restricted s misimple Lie 
algebras. Hence we must first study (using a result of Schue [ 191) the 
structure of arank two section fa restricted simple Lie algebra L.We then 
show that our result istrue for all such sections. 
One possibility for Q is Q = L. This will occur if every rank one section is
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(0) or sl(2). Ofcourse, in this case we cannot use Q to define a maximal 
subalgebra. However, weare able to handle this case by proving a result of
independent interest: If every rank one section of L is (0) or classical (i.e., 
sI(2)) then L is classical. 
Thus we may assume that Q is a proper subalgebra and define L, to be a 
maximal subalgebra containing Q. The definition of Q and our result that 
dim L(a.D)/Q(av O) < 2 show that Lo/L, has very few weights onL/L,,. Using 
this we are able to see that L, does satisfy the hypotheses of Kac’s 
recognition heorem, and thus complete our proof. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall several results 
(including Kac’s recognition heorem) which we will need in the sequel and 
take care of some other preliminaries (including establishing several 
equivalent characterizations of proper roots). In Section 2 we recall the 
classification of the rank two restricted semisimple Lialgebras over F, note 
that each of these algebras is either classical or a subalgebra of W,, and 
prove some results concerning Cartan decompositions of these algebras. In 
Section 3 we prove some very precise results about Cartan decompositions of 
W, and its rank two subalgebras. Section 4 is devoted toproving that, for an 
arbitrary restricted Li  algebra A4 with atoral Cartan subalgebra, all roots of 
M are proper with respect toa suitable toral Cartan subalgebra H. In 
Section 5 we assume that all roots of L are proper and show that only 
certain rank two semisimple a gebras can occur as rank two sections. In 
addition we show that if all of the rank one sections are(0) or classical then
all rank two sections mu t be (0) or classical semisimple. In Section 6 we 
define Q,prove that it is a subalgebra, and show that dim L(aqD’/Q(a*D) < 2. 
In Section 7 we prove that if every rank one section of L is (0) or classical 
then L is classical. In Section 8 we study the structure of analgebra having a 
representation which is “sparse” in the sense of having only afew weights. In 
Section 9 we take L, to be a maximal subalgebra containing Q and note that 
the representation of L /L, on L/L,, is sparse. We then show that L, 
satisfies th  hypotheses of Kac’s recognition heorem. We also show, using 
our classification result, that he possibilities for L[a, /?I are even more 
limited than they appeared to be in Section 5. 
These results have been announced in[ 27 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. We begin by introducing someconventions and notation. 
In the absence of explicit no ice to the contrary, F will denote an 
algebraically losed field ofcharacteristic p > 7 and all Lie algebras and 
vector spaces will be assumed tobe finite-dimensional over F. 
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We write B, = F[x, ...) xn]/($ ,..., x” ). Thus the Jacobson-Witt algebra 
[ 1 1 ] W,, is Der B,. The derivation a/ax, of F[x, ..., xn]induces a derivation 
of B, which we denote byDj. In the case n= 1 we will frequently dropthe 
subscripts, writing x for x, and D for L), .
Our notation for aigebras of Cartan type 112, 13, 15, 16, 23, 251 is as 
described in [6, Section 1.31. Thus, in particular, W(n: 1) = W, and W( 1: 2) 
denotes the $-dimensional algebra with basis {y”‘E ]0 < i <p* - 11 and 
muItiplication ]y”‘E, y”‘E] = (C(i +j- 1, i) - C(i +j- 1, j)) ytitiP1’E 
(where y”‘E = 0 unless 0 < I <p2 - 1 and C(a, 6) denotes the binomial coef- 
ficient a!/(~ - b)! b!). (This algebra w s discovered by Zassenhaus [29]. To
see that Zassenhaus’ algebra ofdimension p2 may be written in this form see 
Ree (18, Section 2 and Corollary 8.4].) Ifwe define G=D, -xL;---‘D2 f 
W(2: 1) and, for 0 < i,j <p - 1, define x’iijP) = (xi/i!)(x{/j!) then 
Gx([) = xci-‘) for 1 < i <p* - 1, C;x”’ = 0, and xci)xcf) = C(i +j, i) xcit,i). 
(To prove the last equality let i = r t sp and j = u + up with 
0 < r, s, U, u<p - 1. Then, by a result ofLucas (cf. ]9]), C(i +j, i) =
C(r+u,r)C(s$v,s) (modp), and so, if rtu<p-1 and s+u<p- I 
both sides qual C(r +U, r) C(s + U, s)(x;“/(r $ u)!)(x:’ “/(s + u)!), while if 
r + u >p or s + u >p both sides are 0.) Thus the map y”‘E -+ x”‘G, 
0 < i <p* - 1, extends toan isomorphism of W( 1: 2) onto the subalgebra of 
W, spanned by{x”‘G ]0< i<p’ - 1). Also N(2: l)‘*‘, N(2: I: Q(l))‘*’ and
H(2: 1: @(y(1)))‘2’ are certain simple subalgebras of W, (originally 
discovered (indifferent forms) by Albert and Frank [ 1 ] (cf. [2; 6, 
Section 1.81). 
If N is a restricted Li  algebra and M is a not necessarily estricted 
subalgebra we write a for the smallest restricted subalgebra of N containing 
M. For an arbitrary centerless Lie algebra M, we have M & Der M and 
Der M is restricted. We then let 2i? be the restricted subalgebra of Der M 
generated by M. 
Recall that W, has a filtration given by setting 
Note that W, = W,,- i, W,,, is a nil ideal ofWn,o, and, by [ 11, Theorem 6 ], 
every W,,i s invariant under Aut W,. Finally, if A # W,,, is asubalgebra of 
codimension 1 in W, then W,=A+ W,,,. For i,<p-2, if W,*,sA, 
then W,,i- 1= [ W, , W,,j] c A and so W, c: A, a contradiction. Thus 
W, =A + WI,p-2. Write Aj =A n W,,i. Then WI,! = Ai + WI,,-, 
for -l<i<p-2. Hence WI,,-, = IWI,,Y WI,P-31 = IA, + 
w AP--3 I,P-23 + WE,,-,] = [A,, Apm3] E A, a contradiction. Thus W, ,@ 
is the unique subalgebra of codimension onein W,. 
1.2. We now recall Kac’s recognition heorem for simple r stricted Li  
algebras of Cartan type. 
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Let L be a Lie algebra, andL, be a maximal subalgebra of L.Following 
Weisfeiler [21,22] we let L 1L-, ?L,, be such that L-,/L, is an 
irreducible L,-submodule of L/L,, and define Li= [Li+ 1, L- ,] + Li+ 1 for 
i<-1, Liil= {xEL,I [L-,,x]cLi} for i>O. Then L?... ?L-,z 
L,ZL,2.** is a filtered Lie algebra. LetG = ZGi be the associated gra ed 
algebra. 
The following recognition heorem for estricted simple Lie algebras of 
Cartan type is a special case of a theorem of Kac [ 13, Corollary of 
Section 7.3 and Theorem 21. (For generalization to not necessarily estricted 
Lie algebras see[ 13,251.) 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F, an algebraically c osed Jeld of characteristic p > 3.Let L, 
be a maximal subalgebra of L. Construct orresponding f ltered an graded 
algebras above. Assume that 
i) L=L_, and G,#O; 
ii) G, is a direct sum of restricted ideals each of which is classical 
simple, gt(n), 51(n), orPSI(n) with p ( n, or abelian; 
iii) the action of G, on G-, is restricted. 
Then L is classical or of Cartan type. 
(Note that, asL = L-L, the algebra G is transitive in thsense of 1121, for 
only the condition that G, acts faithfully on G,needs to be checked and that 
is done in [ 12, Section 51. Note also that “classical” is used in [ 121 to 
include algebras obtained from psJ(n), p 1n, by central extension, or taking 
derivation algebras, or both, i.e., to include gI(n), sl(n), and pgI(n) where 
P I n-1 
1.3. We will need the following results on tori in the restricted simple Lie 
algebras of Cartan type, due to Demuskin [7,8]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. a) Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra of 
Cartan type over F. Let T be a toral Cartan subalgebra of dimension n in L. 
Then L E W,,. 
b) Let T be a maximal torus in W,,. Then dim T = n and if 
dim(TPf Wn,J= n - i, then T is conjugate under Aut W, to 
((x1 + 1) D, ,..., (Xi+ I)Di,Xi+lDi+l,...,X,D,). 
1.4. Let M be any restricted Li  algebra over F with Cartan subalgebra 
H. Let A4 = H + ZIEt.(M,Hj  be the Cartan decomposition of A4 with respect 
to H. Let A(M, H) = ZT(M, H), the abelian group generated by T(M, H). 
When there is no confusion we will write r for T(M, H) and A for A(M, H). 
If Xc A let ZX denote he abelian group generated by X. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. For XCA define Mtx) = 2 M 
YEW Y and 
M[X] = M’x’/solv(M’x’). Call M[X] the section fM determined by X. If 
rank ZX = n we call M[X] a rank n section. Let Yx denote the natural 
epimorphism ofMcx’ onto M[X]. Note that if T is a torus in H then 
ad T IHcX, has dimension <rank ZX and so dim Y,(T) < rank ZX. Thus a 
rank n section fa restricted Lie algebra with a toral Cartan subalgebra is 
restricted Lie algebra with a toral Cartan subalgebra of dimension < . 
The following result [6, Lemma 2.3.21 follows easily from Kaplansky’s 
theorem [14, Theorem 21 on rank one algebras: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra over F with toral 
Cartan subalgebra H. Let a be a root of M with respect toH. Then 
M[a] z (0), sI(2), orW,. 
1.5. We will now find several equivalent formulations of the definition of 
a proper oot which we recall from [6, Definition 2.6.11). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra over F with toral 
Cartan subalgebra H. Let T(M, H) be the set of roots of M with respect toH 
and A(M, H) = ZT(M, H). We say that O# a E A(M, H) is proper if 
a([Mi,,Mei,])= (0) for some i, 1 <i<p- 1. Let A,(M, H)= 
{a E A(M, H) 1 a is proper}. Let A,(M, H) = A(M, H) - {0} - A,(M, H). Call 
the elements of A,(M, H) improper. Let n(M, H) = / A,(M, H)]/(p - 1) 
and m(M, H) = 1 A,(M, li)]/(p - 1). If XC A(M, H) let mx(M, H) = 
]A,(M, H) n ZX]/(p - 1). Write m,(M, H) in place of m,,,(M, H). 
Note that m(M, H) + n(M, H) = (]A(M, H)l - l)/(p - 1). 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let M be a restricted Liealgebra over F and N a 
subalgebra. Define SY(M, N) to be the set of all (ad N)-invariant subalgebras 
of M for which every composition factor isabelian orclassical simple. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let M be a restricted Lie algebra over F with toral 
Cartan subalgebra H. Let a be a root of M with respect toH. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
a) a is proper; 
b) M[a] E (0) or eI(2) or there is an isomorphism of M[a] onto W, 
which maps YtY,,,H onto (xD); 
c) @(MC”‘, H) contains a unique lement of maximal dimension; 
d) Mea’ contains a solvable subalgebra ofcodimension 1 which 
contains H;
e) M(=’ contains a ubalgebra of codimension 1 which contains H.
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Proof: The equivalence of a)and b) is proved in [6, Lemma 2.6.31. 
Clearly A E$%Y(M’a), H) ifand only if A + solv(M’“‘) E @(M’a), H). Thus 
V(M’“‘, H)contains a unique element ofmaximal dimension if and only if 
g(M[a], Y,YI,,H) contains a unique lement of maximal dimension. If 
M[a] z (0) or el(2) then M[a] itself is such an element. If M[a] g W, and 
Y’,,H is mapped to a conjugate of (x0) then the inverse image of W,,, is 
such an element (for W,,, contains allconjugates of (x0) (as it is (Aut W,)- 
invariant) d (see Section 1.1) is the unique subalgebra of codimension 1 i
W,). Since the maximal proper ((x + 1) D)-invariant subalgebras of W, are 
((x + 1) D, (x + l)j D, (x + l)p-it * D) for 2< i < ((p t 1)/2) we see that if 
M[a] E W, and !P[:,,H ismapped to a conjugate of ((x + 1) D) then 
Wf[a15 Iyra,W d oes not contain a unique element ofmaximal dimension. 
Now, by Proposition 1.4,M[a] E (0), 51(2), orW, . If M[a] z W, then by 
Demuskin’s re ult for W, (Proposition 1.2b)) Y;,, H must be mapped to a 
conjugate of either (xD) or ((x t 1) 0). Thus b) and c) are quivalent. 
Now suppose that M[a] = (0). Then M’=) is solvable. Let ibe such that 
(M’d)‘i, + H + @,f’d)‘i- 1) + H = M’d . (Such an i exists, since a is a root 
and so M’a) # H.) If V is any H-invariant subspace of(M’“‘)“-” which 
contains (M ‘a) ‘i) then V t H is a solvable subalgebra of M@‘. Since we ) 
may take V so that codim( V + H) = 1 we see that d) holds. Ifb) holds and 
M[a] # (0), then M[a] contains a olvable subalgebra of codimension one
containing Y,,,H. (If M[a] z sI(2) we may take a Bore1 subalgebra. If 
M[a] E W, we may take the inverse image of W,.,.) Therefore (taking 
inverse images under !?‘,=,) d) holds. Thus b) implies d). 
Since d) implies )trivially, it is sufficient to prove that e) implies a). 
Suppose e)holds. Let A 2 H be a subalgebra of codimension onein M’a’. 
Then [A, A] acts trivially on the one-dimensional spaceM’*‘/A. Hence 
a(Hn [.4,A]) = (0). Since A has codimension onethere is some isuch that 
M, , M_. ia GA. Thus a( [M, , M- ia]) = (0), proving a). This completes he
proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 1.8. ZfM[a] z W, and a E A,(M, H) then M’“’ contains a 
unique solvable subalgebra of codimension 1.This ubalgebra contains H.
Proof. By d) of the proposition a solvable subalgebra of M’U’ of 
codimension onewhich contains H exists. If S is any solvable subalgebra of 
codimension onein M’a) then S+ solv(M’“‘) is solvable. Since M’a) is not 
solvable this implies S + solv(M’“‘) = S so solv(M’“‘) G S.Since W, 
contains a unique subalgebra of codimension onethis implies that M’n’ 
contains a unique solvable subalgebra of codimension one. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let A 2 B be restricted Lie algebras over F and let H
be a toral Cartan subalgebra of A, H c B. Then 
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a) if a E A(B, H), then B[a] is a quotient ofa subalgebra of Ala]; 
b) A,(4 H) n A(& H) E A,(& I-0; 
c) if a E A,(A, H) n A,(B, H), then B[a] z (0) or ~((2). 
Proof Since solv(B(“)) 2 (solv(A(“))) n Bca) it is clear that 
B[a] = B’“‘/solv(B’“‘) is a quotient of B(al/((s~lv(A(a))) n B’“‘  E 
(Bta) + solv(A’~~))/solv(A’~‘) 5 A[a], proving a). Part b) follows from 
Definition 1.5. Finally, if B[a] E IV,, then B[a] = A[a] SO Proposition 1.7b) 
gives c). 
1.6. The following modification of a result due to Schue [ 19, 
Section 4.21 (cf. also [6, Lemma 1.17.11) will be used frequently in the 
sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let L be a simple Lie algebra, T a torus in Der L, 
and L = ZyErLy the weight space decomposition of L with respect toT. Let V 
be a subspace ofT* and I’ = { y E I 1 y fZ V}. If I’ # 0, then L = Z,,,,L y + 
4?l y,6Gr, [Ly, L,]. In particular, L, = .?Yycrr [L,, L-Y]. 
2. RANK Two SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
In this ection wewill recall (from [6]) the classification of he finite- 
dimensional restricted semisimple Li algebras over F of rank two. Using 
this classification we w llthen prove that any such algebra iseither classical 
or a subalgebra of the Jacobson-Witt algebra W,. We will also establish a 
number of rather technical lemmas about Cartan decompositions and other 
structural fe tures of these algebras. 
2.1. Almost all of our further considerations will depend on 
Theorem 7.2.1 of[ 61 which we now quote (incorporating Proposition 4.13.2 
of [6]). Recall that B, = F[x]/(xP). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F be an algebraically c osedfleld of characteristic 
p > 7. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Li algebra over F. 
Assume that A contains a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra H. Then H is 
a torus and one of the following occurs: 
a) A is classical simple of type A,, C,, or G, ; 
b) AS W,; 
c) A G eI(2) 0 4I(2), eI(2) 0 W,, or W, @ W, ; 
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d) A z el(2) @ B, + g or W, 0 B, + ~9, where B is either Der B,, or 
one of the following subalgebras: 
(6 + 1) D>Y CD, xD), (D, xD, x2D); 
e) AzS, where S is one W(1: 2), H(2: 1: @(I))“‘, 
H(2: 1: @(y( 1))y’; 
f) A z H(2: 1)‘2’ + (x, D, + x2D2) + g, where ‘9 is one of 
(0), (x;-‘x;-~D, -x7-“XT-‘D2), (x:-92), 
(x:-‘D,, x;-‘x;-~D, - xf-‘x;-‘D2), 
(x7-‘D2,xT-‘D,, x7-‘x;-‘D, - x{-~x;-‘D,). 
2.2. We will, in the sequel, need to accumulate a large amount of 
detailed information about he Cartan decompositions of the 23 rank two 
semisimple algebras listed inProposition 2.1. The apparently formidable task 
of accumulating this information (which, inprinciple, would include ter- 
mining all Cartan subalgebras of each of these semisimple algebras) is
drastically simplified by the following remarkable fact. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a finite-dimuzsional restricted semisimple Li
algebra over an algebraically c osed field F of characteristic p > 7.Assume 
that A contains a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra. Then A is either 
classical or isomorphic to a subalgebra of W,. 
Proof: Since A satisfies thehypotheses ofProposition 2.1we simply 
verify that the algebras listed there satisfy our conclusion. The algebras 
listed ina) are classical andthose listed inb) and f) are by definition sub- 
algebras of W,. Now W,~(x~D1~O~i~p-l)~(x~D2~O~i~p-l) 
and so W, @ W, E (xjDj 10 < i <p - 1,j = 1,2) G W,. Since eI(2) g 
(Dl, x,D,, xfD,) G W, this shows that the algebras listed in c) are 
isomorphic tosubalgebras of W,. Clearly W, @ B, + Der B, is isomorphic 
to (x~x@~O~i,j(p-l)+(~~D~~O~i~p-l) (where xftiiD1* 
xi, D, @ xj E W, @ B, and xi D, tt x’D). As the algebras listed ind) are 
subalgebras of W, @ B, + Der B, they are isomorphic to subalgebras of W,. 
Finally, if S G W, then SG m2 = W,. Since W( 1: 2) c W, (by the remarks 
of Section 1.1) and H(2: 1: Q(1)) (2), H(2: 1: @(~(l)))‘~’ G W, (by definition) 
the algebras listed ine) are subalgebras of W,, proving the proposition. 
We apply this to the study of Cartan decompositions as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be a fmite-dimensional restricted semisimple Li
algebra over an algebraically c osed field F of characteristic p > I.Assume 
that A contains a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra H. Then either A is 
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classical or there is an isomorphism of A to a subalgebra of W, which maps 
H to (x,D,,x,D,), ((x, + l)D,,x,D,), or((x, + l)D,, (x2 + l)D,). 
Proof By Proposition 2.1, H is a torus. If L is not classical, 
Proposition 2.2shows that it is isomorphic to a subalgebra of W,. Then the 
image of H is a two-dimensional torus in W,. By Demuskin’s results 
(Proposition 1.2b)) the maximal tori n W, are all of dimension 2 and are 
conjugate (under Aut W,) to one of (x, D,,xZDZ), ((x, + 1) D,, xzD,), 
((x, + 1) D, , (x2 + 1) D2), giving our result. 
2.3. We now begin to accumulate some detailed information about he 
algebras occurring inProposition 2.1. We start with W, @ B, + 5?. Recall 
16, Section 4.31 that for w E W,, 6, u E B,, (w @ b) . u is defined by 
(wOb).v=wO(bv).Recallalsothatifu,,u,EW,OB,anduEB,then 
[u,, %I * ?J = [u,, u* * VI. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra ofthe 
semisimple algebra A = S + 63, where S = W, @ B, and Q E Der B, . Then 
A has p2 - 1 roots with respect toH. If a is a root satisfying a(H n S) # (0) 
then dim A, = 1. Finally, A [j?] g W, for some root /3. 
Proof: S is a restricted ideal in A. If S n H = (0) then by the Engel-- 
Jacobson theorem (cf. [6, Section 1.101) S is nil, a contradiction. If HE S 
then A = S is not semisimple, again a contradiction. Thus, as H n S is 
restricted, w  have H n S = (h) for some h with hP = h. Now S . x is a nil 
ideal in S so h + S . x spans anonzero torus in S/S . x g W,. Thus S/S . x 
has basis {wi + S . x ] 1 < i,<p} with [h, wi] = iwi. Note that 
wi . B, = {u E S 1 [h, u] = iu) is (adH)-invariant. Fur hermore, H t S/S is a 
torus in g E Der B, . Hence (by Proposition 1.2b)) we may assume that H
contains anelement k congruent toXD or (x t 1) D mod S. Either of these 
elements has p distinct eigenvalues on B,. Thus, for each i, wi . B, is 
spanned by (ad k)-eigenvectors or esponding to p distinct eigenvalues. Thus
S = Kiwi . B, has p2 distinct weights for H (one of them 0) each of 
multiplicity one,and so A has p2 - 1 roots. As a(H n S) # (0) implies 
A, = S, we have dim A, = 1 whenever a(Hn S) # (0). 
Now suppose kE H is congruent toXD mod S. Then S . x is (ad k)- 
invariant, hence H-invariant. As S/S . x z W,, we see that H acting on 
S/S . x has a one-dimensional kernel (for the maximal tori n W, = Der W, 
are one-dimensional). Thus we may assume (replacing k byk +jh for some 
j) that k acts trivially on S/S . x. Thus if P(k) = 0, P(h) # 0 we have 
S= S@’ f S .x and so S’“‘r S/S .xg W,. Since P(h)# (0) we have 
A’s’ = S@’ t H and so A [/3] z S[p] z W, . 
Finally, suppose k E H is congruent to(x + 1) D mod S. Let /3 be any root 
with /3(h) # 0. Since xB, contains o(x $ 1) D-invariant subspaces we have 
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that S, !?A S . x. Now if ui E S, then Zui E S . x if and only if every 
ui E S . x (for the ui are eigenvectors belonging to distinct eigenvalues for 
ad h and S . x is (ad h)-invariant). Thus S’“’ is a p-dimensional subalgebra 
which intersects S .x trivially. Therefore s = S@’ + s . x so 
S5’~S~S.XZ w,. Since P(h) # 0 we have A CD) = S@’ + H and so 
A [/I] % S[p] z W,, as required. 
2.4. Recall (from [6, Example 2.2.21) that for a root a, K,(M) =
(x E M, I a([x, M-,I) = (0)) and 7’,(M) = {x E M, I [x, M-,] = (0)). 
We now list ome information we will need about the rank two semisimple 
algebras. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a Jnite-dimensional restricted s misimple Lie 
algebra over an algebraically c osed field F of characteristic p > I.Assume 
that A contains a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra H. Then: 
i ) If A = A”’ then, in Proposition 2.1, A is listed ina), b), c), or d) 
and if A is listed ind) then either 8 = (D, xD, x2D) or %J = Der B, . 
ii) If x E A, for some root a and xp # 0 then, in Proposition 2.1, A is 
listed inb), d), e), or f). 
iii) If A has fewer than p2 - 2 roots then, in Proposition 2.1, A is 
listed ina), c), or d) and ifA is listed ind) then A g 51(2) @B, + g. 
iv) Suppose S G A c Der S, where S is simple. IfS f7 H = (0) then 
S = H(2: 1: @(~(l)))‘~’ and A = 5 is listed in Proposition 2.le). If 
dimSnH= 1 then either S= W(1:2) or H(2: l:@(l))‘*’ and A=g is 
listed in Proposition 2.le) or S = H(2: 1)‘2’ and A is listed in 
Proposition 2.lf). In any case dim S, = 1 for every weight of S with respect 
to H. 
v) If K,(A) # T,(A) for some root a then A is listed inb), d), e), or 
f) of Proposition 2.1. 
-- 
Proof: Since [S, S] c S (cf. [6, Lemma 1.1.11) thealgebras li ted in e) of 
Proposition 2.1 satisfy A (l) c S #A. If A is listed inf) of Proposition 2.1 
then x1 D, + x2D, 6Z A”‘. If A = S + g is listed in ) of Proposition 2.1 a d 
A=A”’ then ~~A/S=(A/S)“‘=%J”’ so 8=(D,xD,x2D) or 
g = Der B, . Thus i) holds. 
If x E A, then a(~“) = 0 (cf. [6, Lemma 1.1.41). This hows that if A is 
listed in c) of Proposition 2.1 then xp = 0. If A is classical thenxp = 0 since 
by [20, Section II.31 for any root /I not all /I + ia are roots and so 
[xp, A ] = (0). Thus ii) holds. 
If A is one of the algebras listed ine) and f) of Proposition 2.1 then 
S E A (= Der S, where S is simple and S $ H. Then by Corollary 4.12.1 of
[6] A has at least p*- 2 roots. ByLemma 2.4 the algebras W, 0 B, + 9 
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listed in d) of Proposition 2.1have p* - 1 roots. If A z W, then 
Corollary4.11.2 of [6] shows that A has at least p* - 2 roots. (In fact, a 
direct computation (see Section 3)easily shows that W, has p2 - 1 roots 
with respect toany Cartan subalgebra.) Thusiii) holds. 
Suppose S GA G Der S, where S is simple. If H n S = (0) then 
Corollary 4.6.6 of [6] shows that S = H(2: 1: @(y(l)))‘*’ andA = S If 
dim H n S = 1 and S is restricted, Corollary 4.7.5 and Lemma 4.9.1 of (6 ] 
show that S = H(2: l)‘*’ and A is listed inProposition 2.lf). Finally, if
dim Hf7 S = 1 and S is not restricted L mma 4.8.2 of [6] shows that 
S= W(l: 2) or H(2: 1: @(I))‘*’ and A = ,?. Corollary 4.12.1 shows that 
every S, has dimension 1.Thus iv) holds. 
If A is classical then K,(A) = r,(A) = (0) for all roots a. Also, if A has 
rank one K,(A) = r,(A) for any root a and the same conclusion holds when 
A is a direct sum of rank one algebras. Thus v) holds and the proposition s 
proved. 
3. CARTAN DECOMPOSITIONS OF W, 
We now investigate in d tail the Cartan decompositions of W, and obtain 
some corollaries about Cartan decompositions of ubalgebras of W,. By 
Demuskin’s result (Proposition 1.2b)) wemay assume the Cartan subalgebra 
is one of (x1D,,x2W, ((xl + ~)D,,x,&), ((x1 + l)D,, (x2 + l>02). 
3.1. We begin with two easy results on representations of sI(2) and W, . 
The first of these is just a prime characteristic analogue of [ 10, 
Corollary 7.21. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let V be a restricted sI(2)-module with weight space decom- 
position V=CP:d Vi (where [ef] = h, [he] = 2e, [hf] =-2f, and 
Vi = {v E V 1 hv = iv}). Ifdim V,, + V, = 1, then V is irreducible. 
Proof. Clearly dim V, + dim V, is the sum of dim W,, + dim W, over all 
irreducible constituents W of V. But (cf. [6, Theorem 1.15.11) dim W, + 
dim W, 2 1 for every irreducible restricted sI(2)-module W. Hence V has 
only one irreducible constituent. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra ofW, and A4 be a 
nonsolvable H-invariant subalgebra of W, . Let V be a W,-module with p - 1 
weights, each of multiplicity one.Then 
a) ii4 = W, or ME sI(2); 
b) V is an irreducible M-module. 
Proof. As M is nonsolvable andH-invariant it must contain (W,), and 
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( W,)), for some root a and hence M contains N = (( W,), (W,)-, , H) z 
sl(2). Then M/N is an N-invariant subspace ofW, /N. But WI/N has p- 3 
weights for N, all nonzero and each of multiplicity one. By Lemma 3.1, 
WI/N is an irreducible N-module, so M/N = W,/N or (0), proving a). It is 
known (cf. [6, Theorem 1.15.21) that he only irreducible W,-module of
dimension less than p- 1 is trivial. Thusif V is reducible ev ry constituent 
of V must be trivial andso V has only one weight, a contradiction. Thus V is 
an irreducible W,-module. Since (again, cf. [6, Theorem 1.15.21) theunique 
(p - 1)-dimensional W,-module does not have 0 as a weight, Lemma 3.1 
shows that V is also an irreducible M-module if M g 41(2). 
3.2. We first consider theCartan subalgebra (x,D,,x,D,). 
LEMMA 3.3. Define a,, aI E (x,D,,x,D,)* by ai(xjDj) = 6, for 
1 < i, j< 2. Then, in the Cartan decomposition of W, with respect to 
H = (x, D, , x2 D2), we have 
a> W2 = C~,A (W2La,+sa2; 
b) (W,),,,+Sa~=(xI;+1x~Dl,x~x~+1D~)ifO~r,~~p-22, 
= (x;D,,x;-‘xi+’ D,)ifO<s<r=p-1, 
= (x ~“xp-‘D,,x;Dz) ifO<r<s=p- 1, 
= (x;-‘D,, xy-‘D,)ifr=s=p- 1;
c) W,[a,+sa,]=(O)ifO<s<p-1, 
W,[a, - az] Z 41(2), 
W,[a,] z W2[az] z W,; 
d) for i=l,2, solv(W~~‘)=(xj~,_~D~~~~O<j<p- 1) is an 
abelian ideal in WY,’ and hence is a W,[a,]-module; 
e) every root a with respect toH is proper. 
ProoJ Direct calculation sh ws that in each case of b) ( W2)ra,+ Sa2 
contains theindicated space. This hows that W, has at least pz root spaces, 
each of dimension 22. Since dim W, = 2p2, a) and b) follow. 
Now it is immediate from b) that (W,),,,+,& H + W,,, (where W,,, is 
as defined in Section 1.1) whenever 0 < r, s <p - 1 unless (r, s) = (0,~ - 1), 
(p - LO), (1,~ - 1), or (p - 1, 1). Since H + W,,, is a solvable subalgebra 
of W, we see that UI(Zra~fS’L2) i s solvable unless ra, + saZ is a multiple of 
aI9 a2 or a,-a2. Furthermore, W?I-~~)= (x,D,,x,D,,x,D,,x,D,)+ 
(xT+ I-ix;D,, x;x$t 1-i D,I 2 < i <p - 1). Clearly the second summand is an 
abelian ideal inW?I-~~’ and the first isa subalgebra isomorphic to gI(2). 
Thus W,[a,--a,]zsI(2). Also, W~~‘=(xfD,~O~i~p-l)+(x’,x2D2~ 
0 < i <p - 1). The second summand is easily seen to be an abelian ideal in
WY,) and the first tobe a subalgebra isomorphic to W, . Thus Wz[a,] z W, 
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and solv(W~~‘) isan abelian ideal in W :“I’. This (and the symmetric result 
for CQ) completes the proofs of c) and d). 
Finally, ifa @ Za, U Za,, a is proper since W,[a] z (0) or eI(2) and if 
a E Za, U Za, then W,,, n WY) 2 H is a subalgebra of codimension one in 
w’,“’ so (by Proposition 1.7e)) a is proper. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be a subalgebra of W, containing 
H = (x, D, , xzD,). Let a be a root of A with respect toH. Then 
i) A[a] = (0) or sI(2) unfess a E Za, U Za,; 
ii) a is proper. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.9a), Ala] is a quotient ofa subalgebra of W,[a], 
so Lemma 3.3~) gives i). Lemma 3.3e) and Corollary 1.9b) give ii). 
3.3. We now consider the Cartan subalgebra ((xr + 1) D,, xzD,). 
LEMMA 3.5. Define a,, a, E ((x, + 1) D, ,x,D,)* by ai((xj + S,j) D,j) 
= 6, for 1 & i, j< 2. Then, in the Cartan decomposition of W, with respect to
H= ((x1 + l)D,,x,D,), wehave 
4 W2 = E,;L W2L,+sa2; 
b) (W,),,,+,,2= ((x1+ l)r+l x;D,, (x,+ l)‘xi”D,)ifO < s <p-2, 
= ((xl + l)‘+’ x;-ID,, (x1 + l)‘D,)ifs=p- 1; 
c) W,[a] E W, for any root a; 
d) solv( WY,+ “2’) 
= ((x, + l)ir+’ xiD,-r(x,+ l)“x~+‘D,]O,<i<p-l), 
solv( WY])) = ((x, + 1)’ x2D, / 0 < i <p - 1); 
e) for any root a, solv(W:“‘) is an abelian ideal in WY) and hence is 
a W, [al-module; 
f) the root a is improper ifand only if a E Za, . 
Proof: Direct calculation shows that in each case of b) ( Wz)r(l,+saz 
contains the indicated space. This shows that W, has at least p2 weight 
spaces, each of dimension >2. Since dim W, = 2p2, a) and b) follow. 
Now for O<r<p- 1, 
W$ral+n*t = < (x1 + l)ti-‘)r x:D, ] 0 Q i <p - 1) 
+ ((XI + 1)“f’ xiD,-r(x,+l)“xF’D,]O<i<p-1) 
and 
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In both cases direct omputation shows that he first ummand is a 
subalgebra isomorphic to IV, and the second is an abelian ideal. Then the 
second summand is solv(W:“‘), and c), d), and e) hold. 
Finally, note that, for 0< r <p - 1, 
(((x2&) + w,,,>n wpl+Q) + SO~V(~!!~I+~Z)) 
is a solvable subalgebra of codimension onein Wp~+~z). Thus, by 
Proposition 1.7e), ral+ a2 is proper. On the other hand, 
!qa,,H= ((Xl + l)Dl) + solv(W:*“), 
so, by Proposition 1.7b), a, is improper, p oving f). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A be a subalgebra of W, containing 
H = ((x, + 1) D, , x2 D,). Let a be a root of A with respect toH. Then 
i) a is proper unless a E Za, ; 
ii) a, is proper ifand only ifA[a,] g (0) or sI(2). 
Proof. Lemma 3.5f) and Corollary 1.9give i) and ii). 
3.4. We now consider the Cartan subalgebra H = ((x, + 1) D,, 
(~2 + 1) W- 
Recall (from Section 2.4) that K,(M) = {x E it4, / a([x, M-,I) = (0)} for 
a # 0. 
LEMMA 3.7. Define aI, a2 E ((xl + 1) D,, (x2 + 1) D,)* by 
ai((xj + 1) Dj) = 6, for 1 Q i, j< 2. Then, in the Cartan decomposition of W, 
with respect toH = ((x1 + 1) D,, (x, + 1) D,), we have 
a) 6 = E,A W2L,+sa2; 
b) W>m,+Sa* = ((x, + l)‘+‘(x, + l)‘D,, (x, + l)‘(xz + l)S+’ D,); 
c) tf /3,, & E A( W,, H) are linearly independent then there xists 
@ E Aut W, such that @H = H and @((W&i) = (W&for i = 1,2; 
d) if (r, s) # (0,O) then 
E,,, = s(xI + 1)‘+l(x2 + l)‘D, - r(x, + l)‘(xz + l)Stl D, 
spans K,,, +So2( W,). Furthermore, if weset E,,, = 0, we have 
R,s+%1 =w- rU)Er+L,+u 
foraNO<r,s<p-I; 
e) K=Ck K,( W,) is a subalgebra of W, ; 
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f) if a and /? are linearly independent roots then K,( W,) and K,( WI) 
generate K;
g) if a # 0 then (W,), + K generates W,; 
h) W,[a] z W, for every root a; 
i) every root a of W, with respect toH is improper; 
j) for any root a, solv( WY)) = (ker a) + C$‘:: Ki,( W,) is an abelian 
ideal in w’,“’ and hence is a W,[a]-module. 
Proof: Direct calculation shows that in each case of b) ( WZ)ra,+SaI 
contains the indicated space. Thus W, has at least p2 root spaces, each of 
dimension 22. Since dim W, = 2pz, a) and b) follow. 
To prove c) we write /Ii(j) = /Ii((xj + 1) Dj) for 1 < i, j< 2. Note that 
since p, and /I2 are linearly independent there is a unique automorphism 0 of 
B, satisfying $(x1 + 1) = (xi + 1)-5i(1)(x2 + 1)-4i’2’ for i = 1, 2. Define 
@ E Aut W, by @E = #-‘E@ for E E W,. Then it is immediate that 
@((xi + 1) Di) = -p,(i)(x, + 1) D, -p2(i)(xz + 1) D, for i = 1,2. Hence 
aj(@((xi + 1) Di)) = -pj(i) = -P,((xi + 1) Di) for i, j = 1, 2. Thus 
@((W2>5j) = (W2>Laj, proving c). 
To prove d) note that as a,([D,, (x, + l)‘D,])#O we have 
dim K,,( W,) < 1 and so by c) dim K,(W,) < 1 for all a. Since 
[(x, + l)-r+l(~, + 1))” Dl,E,,s] = r(s(x, + 1) D, - r(xz + 1) D,) and 
[(Xl + l))‘(X, + l))s+ lD,, E,,,] = s(s(x, + 1) D, - r(xz + 1) D,) are both 
in the kernel of ra, + sa2 we have that E,,, spans K,,,+,,2(W,) as required. 
The formula for [E,,,, E,,,] follows bydirect alculation, and this formula 
immediately gives e) and f). To prove g) we may assume, using c), that 
a = -a,. Thus the subalgebra P generated by (W,), + K contains D, and 
every. E,,, .It therefore contains D,= -(ad D,)p-’ E,-,,,-, . Therefore, P 
contains E,,,, [D,, E,., ,$I and [D,, E,,,, ,] for all r, s. If (r, s) # (0,O) these 
elements span a two-dimensional sp ce. Thus (W,), G P unless a = 0 and so 
P= W,, proving g). 
For h), i), and j) we may again assume, by c), that a= -a,. By b), 
W~~‘=((x,+1)‘D,~0~i~p-1)+((x,+1)’(x,+1)D,(0~i~p-1). 
The second summand is clearly anabelian ideal, hence qual to solv( Wpl)). 
By d) the second summand equals (ker a) + C$‘:: K,,(W,), giving j). The 
first summand is a subalgebra isomorphic to W,, giving h). Clearly 
!?‘,,,,H = ((xi + 1) Dl) + sol~(w’,“~‘) so, by Proposition 1.7b), a, is 
improper, proving i). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let A be a subalgebra of W, containing 
H = ((x1 + 1) D,, (x2 + 1) D,). Let a be a root of A with respect toH. Then 
a is proper if and only fA[a] z (0) or sI(2). Furthermore, 
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a) A[a] = (0) * pl lrn ies Ai, G K,(W,) for at least p - 2 values of i, 
l<i<p-1; 
b) A [a] z 51(2) implies Ai, c Ki,( W,) for at least p - 3 values of i, 
l<i<p-1. 
Proof The first statement follows from Lemma 3.7i) and 
Corollary 1.9~). Since any two distinct root spaces of W, with respect to
((x + 1) D) generate a nonsolvable subalgebra and any three distinct root 
spaces of W, with respect to((x + 1) D) generate W,, a) and b) follow from 
Corollary 1.9a) and Lemma 3.7j). 
3.5. We now investigate the structure of solv( w’Za’) asa W,[a]-module 
in case W, [a] g W, . We denote the center of A4 by a(M). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra ofW,, a be a root of W, 
with respect toH, and W, [a] z W, . Let M be any nonsolvable H-invariant 
subalgebra ofWz[a]. Then M = W,[a] or ME’ eI(2). Also solv(W:“‘) is an 
M-module and has two composition factors: olv( WY’) n H = z( WY’) and 
one of dimension p - 1 with p - 1 nonzero weights. 
Proof Lemmas 3.3d), 3Se), and 3.7j) show that solv(W:“‘) is a W,[a]- 
module, hence an M-module. Corollary 3.2 shows that M = Wz[a] or 
M z 51(2). Since W$=’ has p weights, each of multiplicity two, and 
W,[a] % W, has p roots, each of multiplicity one,solv( Wi”‘) has p weights, 
each of multiplicity one. Clearly Hn solv( WY’) = ker a= Z( Win)) is a 
submodule of dimension 1. Thus the (p - l)-dimensional M-module 
solv( Wia))/(H n solv( I+$~))) has p - 1 nonzero weights, each of multiplicity 
one. By Corollary 3.2, this is an irreducible M-module, proving the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let A be a subalgebra ofW, containing a two- 
dimensional toral Cartan subalgebra H. Let a be a root of A with respect to
H. Then one of the following occurs: 
i) H is conjugate in W, to (x,D,, x2D,) and a E Z(a, - a,); 
ii) A[a] = (0); 
iii) A,=(O)forat leastp-3 values of i, 1 <i<p- 1; 
iv) dim Ai, = 2 for at least two values ofi, 1< i <p - 1; 
v) A[a] E W, , solv(A’“‘) c H.
Proof If W,[a] = (0) then ii) holds. If W,[a] E eI(2) then i) holds. If 
Wz[a] E W, and A[a] # (0) then, by Lemma 3.9, (Ace’ + solv( Win’))/ 
solv( Wp)) is simple, so solv(A(“)) c solv( Wia’). Therefore solv(A’“‘) = 
Acn) n solv( WY’) is an A[a]-submodule of solv(w’,*‘) hence (since it 
contains Hn sol~(w’~~‘)) by Lemma 3.9 is either contained inH or equals 
481/83/Z-17 
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solv(w’,“‘). Thus ii) holds if A [a] = (0), iii) holds if A [a] 2 eI(2) and 
A (a) n solv(w(;)) G H, iv) holds if A [o] # (0) and A (a) n solv(W~‘) = 
solv( IV?)), and v) holds if A[a] E W, and A (a) n solv( WY)) G H. 
3.6. We are now able to prove the following a alogue ofLemma 2.4. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let A be a restricted semisimple Li algebra with toral 
Cartan subalgebra H of dimension two. Suppose S E A G Der S, where S is 
simple and dim H (7 S = 1. Then, for some root a, A [a] g W, . 
Proof: Since S+ H satisfies th  hypotheses of the corollary we may 
assume A = S + H. Assume no A[a] E W,. By Lemma 2.5iii, iv) A has at 
least p2 - 2 roots with respect to H and dim A, = 1 for every root a. Thus A
is not classical so byProposition 2.2 wemay assume A is a subalgebra of 
W,. &hue’s lemma (Proposition 1.10) shows that here is some root ywith 
y(Hf7 S) # (0) and [AY,Aey] # (0). Thus A[y] # (0) and so by 
Corollary 3.10 H is conjugate in W, to (xi D, , x2D2) and y E Z(a, - a2). 
Therefore, Hn S = [A,, A -Y] = (x, D, - x2 D,). Since, by Corollary 3.10, 
A[a,] = (0) for i= 1,2, we must have [Ami, A-,i] = (0) for i= 1, 2. This 
implies A -(li c W2,.,, for i= 1, 2and so A c W,,, .But then A n W,,  is a nil 
ideal inA, contradicting the semisimplicity ofA. 
3.7. Let K,(M) and T,(M) be as in Section 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let L be a Jinite-dimensional restricted simple Lie algebra 
over F containing toral Cartan subalgebra H. Let a E A(L, II). Then either 
K,(L) = T,(L) or L[a] r W, . 
Proof: If K,(L) # T,(L) then there exist x E K,(L), yE L-, such that 
0 # [x, y] and a( [x, y]) = 0. By Schue’s lemma (Proposition 1.10) 
H = ~y(,x.y,)+o [Ly, L-J and so there xists a root /I such that 
P([K,(L), L-,]) # (0) and a([LB, L-s]) # (0). Let M denote he subalgebra 
of L generated by K,(L), L-a, L,, and L-B. Note that if Iis an ideal ofM 
and (O)#In ([K,(L), L-,] + [L,, L-s]) then either K,(L) + L-, + 
[K,(L), L-,1 c I or L, + L-s + [L,, L-s] c I, and hence, in either case 
ME I. This shows, in particular, thatM = M”‘. Also ([K,(L), L-,] + 
‘L” L -‘I) n solvthus 
(a*4)) = (0) (since otherwise M = M”’ G ~olv(L(~‘~)), a 
contradiction). (recalling the notation of Definition 1.3) 
dim Y ,a,4, H = 2 and so L[a, /I] is a rank two semisimple algebra. 
Furthermore, Y,a,or H n (L [a, j?])“’ 2 !P,:,,,,(H n M”‘) = !Pty,B,(H n M) is 
two-dimensional and soL[a, /3] = (L [a, /3])“‘. By Lemma 2.4.2 of [6] we 
have that KJL[a,Pl)= y,a,,&(L). Now [y,Y,,,,,k(L)9 Y a.o,L,l =
Y,a,s, [K,(L), L_,] # (0) (for [K,(L), L-,] n ~olv(L(“~~)) = (0)). Thus 
KJL[a9P1) + T,@[a,Pl). I-I ence, by i) and v) of Lemma 2.5, either 
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L[a,/?] E W, or L[a,/3] E S 0 B, + .Q, where S z eI(2) or W, and 
~2 = (D, xD, x2D) or G = Der B, . 
Suppose L [a, /3] E S @ B, + g. Since S is simple, S @ B, is a non-nil 
restricted ideal of L[a,P] and so (cf. Lemma 2.3.1 of [6]) 
(s 0 B,)n y,Y,,,H+ to). Thus cq&3,(S 0 B,)) n WLtL)~ L-al +
[L,, L-,I) # (0) and so Mc !P&,(S @ B,). Thus Y(,,,,Hs SOB, and, 
P(=,,,H is a 
Eintradicting G9 # (0). 
Cartan subalgebra of L[a, p], S @ B, = L[a, /?I, 
Thus L [a, /I] E W,. Then, by Lemmas 3.3c), 3Sc), and 3.7h), L [a] s W, 
unless L[a, ](a) G W,,, in which case K,(L[a, /?I) = T,(L[a, p]), a con- 
tradiction. 
4. PROPER ROOTS 
In this section we will show that if A4 is a finite-dimensional restricted Li  
algebra over F, an algebraically losed field ofcharacteristic p > 7, and A4 
contains a toral Cartan subalgebra, then A4 contains a toral Cartan 
subalgebra with respect to which every root of M is proper. 
4.1. Let H be a toral Cartan subalgebra of M. Recall (Definition 1.3)
that, for X G d(M, H), Yx denotes the natural epimorphism of Mx’ onto 
M[X] = M’x’/solv(M’x’). Then wehave: 
LEMMA 4.1. a) If N is a solvable ideal of M then m(M, H) = 
m(WN (H + W/N); 
b) ifX E d(M, H) then m,(M, H) = m(McX’, H); 
c) ifXs d(M, H) then m,(M, H) = m(M[X], Yx(H)). 
Proof: The map of {a E H* ) a(H n N) = (0)) to ((H + N)/N)* given by 
a + aN, where a,(h + N) = a(h), is a bijection. (Theinverse takes p + Pm, 
where /3,,,(h) = P(h + N).) Note that if a(H n N) # (0) then M,, M-, c N 
and hence (as N is solvable) a([M,, M-,I) = (0), so that a& d,(M, H). 
Thus d,(M, H) g {a E H* 1 a(Hn N) = (0)). We claim that (d,(M, H))N = 
d,W/N, (H + WIN). T o see this note that for any a with a(H n N) = (0) 
and any i, 1 < i<p - 1, we have a([Mi,, M_ia]) = aN([Mi,, Mei,] + N) = 
aN( [Mi, + N, M-i, + N]) = a,J [(M/N)iaN, (M/N)- in,])* Thus a E d,(M, H) 
if and only if aN E d,(M/N, (H+ N)/N). This completes heproof of a). 
Since d,(M, H) n ZX = d,(M (*) H) we have b), and c) is immediate from , 
a) and b). 
4.2. For a E d(M, H) we let O(a) denote the set of all rank two 
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subspaces ofd(M, H) containing Za. Clearly d(M, H) may be written asthe 
disjoint u ion d(M, H) = Za U (UXEeca) (X- Za)) and so 
d,(M, H) = (d,(M, H)fl Za) U
i 
U (d,(M, H) n X - d,(M, H) n Za) 
XEB(n) 
Therefore 
4.3. We now consider a way, due to Winter [28] (cf. also 16, 
Section 1.11 I), of passing from one toral Cartan subalgebra to nother. Let 
F, denote the prime field Z/(p). 
DEFINITION 4.2 [28]. For x E M define E” = CT:; (ad x)‘/i!. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a # 0, x E M,. Then E” IH is injective. 
Proof. E”h = h + [xh] = h - a(h) x. As h E H, x E M,, EXh = 0 implies 
h = 0. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let J = {p E Horn,@‘, F)) p(t)p -p(t) = t for all tE F}. 
Note that J# 0. For if (uiJiE, is an F,-basis for F and if for each i E I, 
vi E F satisfies ~7 - vi = ui then 
has a unique xtension toan element of J. Note also that if ,D E .I then 
,u(t) E F, implies t = ,u(t)” -p(t) = 0. Thus p(t) + i is invertible forall i, 
I,<i<p-1. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let a be a root, x E M,. Let ,D E J. For /? E H* define 
P, E WW* by 
P,(E”h) = P(h) -NW’)) a(h) 
for all hE H. For any subset Xc H* let X, = (/I, 1 /I E X}. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let a be a root, x EM,, ,u EJ. Then 
a) /3, = yu implies p = y; 
b) (ia), = i(a 0(EX)-‘)for alli, 1< i<p- 1. 
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Proof If p, = y, then, in particular, p,(E”xp) = yu(EXxp). Since 
a(xp) = 0 (cf. [6, Lemma 1.1.41) this means that B(x”) = y(x”). Then for any 
h E H we have 
P(h) =&(E”h) +,u@(xp)) a(h) =Y,W~) + P(Y(x”>> 0) = Y@), 
proving a). 
Since (ia) = 0 we have (ia),(EXh) = (ia) for all hE H, proving b). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let GXq”: M+ M be the linear mapping defined by 
G”,’ IMua = 1 (&?(xp)) + l)-’ ... (@(xp)) + i)-‘(ad x)~. 
i=O 
The following proposition generalizes Th orem 1.11.1 of[ 6) (which is a 
generalization of W nter’s [28, Lemma 3.61). 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let M be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra 
over F with Cartan decomposition M = H + &,- M, with respect toa toral 
Cartan subalgebra H. Let a be a root, x E M,, ,u E J. Then 
a) EXH is a toral Cartan subalgebra of M, 
b) M= EXH + CyerM, is the Cartan decomposition of M with 
respect toEXH; 
c> G”+ : My+ M, is a bijection for all yE r, 
d) ifa E ZX, then McX#) = McX’ and M[X,] = M[X]; 
e) ifM,= (0) then y, E d,(M,EXH). 
Proof: Part a) repeats Theorem 1.11. la) of [6]. 
Now let h E H, y E M,. Write ,u for y(y(x”)). Then 
[EXh,G”*“y]= [h-a(h)x,‘i’ &+ l)-‘-a-Olfi)-‘(adx)‘y] 
i=O 
P--l 
= lFo (y(h) + ia(h + l)-’ ..a (a+ i)-‘(ad x)iy 
P--l 
- z. a(h)@ + l>-’ *.* 01 + i)-‘(ad x)i’l y 
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P-1 
= & (y(h) + ja(h))~ + I)-’ 1-e @ + i)-‘(ad x)‘y 
P-1 
- z, @+i)a(h)&+l)-‘.q+@+i)-‘(adx)‘y 
-a(h)(u + 1)-l a-- (p +p - I)-‘(ad x)“y 
= (y(h) -a(h) y(xP~~P-’ - I)-“)y 
P--I 
+ (y(h) --pa(h)) c f,u + If-’ a.1 (u + i)-‘(adx)‘y. 
i=l 
But y(xP)bp-’ - 1))’ = y(~~)(j.@(x~))~-’ - l -’ = @(Y(x~))~ - &y(x”))) 
~(~(x~~~~- ’ - 1)- ’= ~(y(xp)) as ~1 f.I. Thus [E”h, G”,#y] = (~(~) - 
~(y(xp~) a(h)) G”*#y so G”,“M, c: M, . Since y E M,, G”**y has psummands 
in p distinct root spaces (with respect to H). Since the summand in the M, 
root space is y, G”,” liw is injective. Thus 
for all y. 
dim M, 2 dim M, 
Since dimPd= dim H (by Lemma 4.3), this gives 
dim(E”H + CvEr G”+fl’M,) > dim M, Thus we must have M =EX&Z +
CYer M, and M, = G”*“M,, for all y, proving b)and c). If a E ZX, then 
G %*I1 stabilizes M’x’and so d) follows. Finally, if M,= (0) then by c) 
M, = (0) and so y,, E d,(M, PH), proving e). 
4.4. We now apply these considerations o thestudy of restricted 
semisimple a gebras of rank two. 
PROPOSI~ON 4.9. Let A be astute-dimensional restricted semisimp~e Lie 
algebra over F with two-dimensional t r hCartan subalgebra H. Let 
a E d,(A, H) and let xE A, be such that a0 (E”)-’ E d,(A, PH). Then 
m(A, PH) < m(A, H). 
Pro& As a E d,(A, H), A cannot be classical (since Ai, f: (0) for all 
i E Z). Thus, by Corollary 2.3, we may identify A with asubatgebra of IV, 
and H with one of (xID,, x D,), ((x, + l)D,,x,D,), ((x1 + l)D,, 
(x1 + 1) DJ. Now by Corollary 3.4ii), if H = (x,D,, x D,) then 
d,(A, H)= 0, contradicting a E d,(A, H). Thus N # (x,D,, x2D,). 
Now suppose H = ((x, + 1) D, ,x,D,). Since aE d,(A, H) we have 
A [a] E W, and, by Corollary 3.6, aE Za, . Let p E J. By Lemma 4.6b) 
a0 (EX)-‘=a,. By Lemma4.8d) we have A(Q = A(*]) and so 
A [a,,] =A [a,] z W,. Lemma 3Sb) shows that 
A~*~~=An((x,+1)iD,(O,<i~p-l)+((x,+1)ix,D,)O,<i,<p-l}). 
Then 
A(*j)n W,,,=An({xfD, / 1~i~p-1}+((x,+1)‘x,D,j0~i~p-1)) 
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is a solvable subalgebra of codimension onein A(“l). By Corollary 1.8
A n W,,, 2EXH. It follows from Demuskin’s re ults (Proposition 1.2b)) 
that EXH is conjugate to (xiD,, x2D,) and hence, byCorollary 3.4, that 
m(A, EXH) = 0. Since m(A, H) > 1, this gives the desired inequality. 
Finally, suppose that H = ((xl + 1) D,, (xZ + 1) Q). Since aE d,(A, H)
we have A [a] g W,. By Lemma 3.7c), we may assume a= a,. Let 
,U EJ. As in the previous case A(au) = A (a1). ByLemma 3.7b) A (a1) = A n 
(((xI+l)‘DI 1O<i<p-1) + ((~,+l)~(x~+l) D, 1 O<i<p-1)). 
Then R=An((xfD, ] l<i<p-1) + ((~i+l)~(x~+l) D, 1 
0 < i <p - 1)) is a solvable subalgebra of codimension onein Atal’. 
Corollary 1.8shows that EXH c R. Since dim@/@ n W,,,)) < 1, this 
implies dim (EXH n W,,,) > 1 and hence, by Demuskin’s results 
(Proposition 1.2b)), that EXH is conjugate o (xlD,,x,D,) or 
((xi + 1) D,, x2D,). Thus, by Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6, m(A, EXH) < 1. We 
therefore have the desired inequality unless H = ((x, + 1) D,, (x2 + 1) D,) 
and 1 =m(A, H)=m(A, EXH). In this case let ~1 EJ, PEd,(A, H), 
/l,, E A#, EXH). Then, by Proposition 4.8e), Ais # (0) for all i, 
1 < i<p - 1. By Corollary 3.8, Ai8nKi,(W,)# (0) for some i. If 
A,n KY( W,) # (0) for some y G Z/? then (as A, @ K,( W,)) by f) and g) of 
Lemma 3.7 we have that A = W, and so, by Lemma 3.7a, i), all p* - 1 roots 
of A with respect toH are improper. This gives m(A, H) =p + 1, 
contradicting our assumptions. ThusA Yn KJW,) = (0) for y& Z/l. Now if 
y 6Z Za U Z/l then yE d&4, H) and so, by Corollary 3.8, Ai,s Ki,(W,) for 
at least p - 3 values ofi, 1 & i < p - 1. Therefore A iY= (0) for at least p - 3 
values of i, 1 < i<p - 1. Thus A has at most 4(p- 1) roots (p - 1 
multiples of a and of p and two multiples of /I+ja for each j, 1 <j <p - 1). 
Also, as A,, n K,,( W,) = (0) for all U, 1 < u <p - 1, we have that 
A’“‘/(ker a) z W,. Th us, for 1< i <p - 1, Corollary 5.2.5 of[6] applies to 
A(“’ acting on Cy:d Ai4+ja nd shows that he that he A’“‘-module 
CS:d Aib+j, (which is nonzero since it contains Aio) has 1, p - 1, or p 
weights. Since A has at most 4(p - 1) roots we see that J$‘S,’ Ai4+ja = Ai, 
for at least p - 3 values of i, 1 ( i < p - 1. Now by Proposition 1.7,
(0) = [Aio[Aio, APio]] for at least p - 3 values ofi, 1 < i<p - 1. Thus there 
is some U, 1 <uQp- 1, with CPzdAuD+ja=AuD, CPZdA-ub+jn=A-uB, 
and (0) = [Au4[Au4, Awuo]]. Then Aku4, = GXqLAku4 = A,,, and (0) =
P.,#,,+L,11= kL4,kL4,~Lo,ll. Therefore Pp([Au~,~A-u4,1)=0 
which contradicts /I, Ed,(A, EXH). Hence H = ((x, + 1) D,, (x, + 1) D,) 
and 1 = m(A, H) = m(A, EXH) is impossible, completing theproof. 
4.5. Recall the following definition fr m[6, Definition 3.2.11. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Let M be a finite-dimensional restricted Li  algebra 
over F. A toral Cartan subalgebra H of M is said to be optimal if or any 
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toral Cartan subalgebra H’ of M we have n(M, H) > n(M, H’) (or, 
equivalently, m(M H) < m(M, H’)). 
The main result ofthis ection may now be stated. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let M be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra 
over F. Let H be an optimal Cartan subalgebra of M. Then m(M, H) = 0. 
Proof: If not by Lemma 3.2.2 of [6] we can find a E d,(M, H) and 
x E M, such that a o (Ex))’ E d,(M, EXH). Let ,D E J. By Lemma 4.6b) 
a,, = a 0 (EX)-‘. We have 1 = m&4, H), 0 = maU(M, EXH) by choice of a 
and x. By Proposition 4.8d) M[X] = M[X,] and so, by Lemma 4. lc) and 
Proposition 4.9, we have m,(M, H) > m, (M, E”H) for every X E @(a). 
Hence m,(M, H) - m&V, H) > m,“(M, E’H) - mn,(M, E”H) and so, by 
(4.1), we have 
m(M H) = m,(M, H) + 2 (m,(M, H) - m,(M, H)) 
XElY(cY) 
> m,Jkf, EXH) + x (mxuW, E”ff) - m&W E”H)) 
XEB(U) 
= m(M, EXH), 
which contradicts the optimality of H and so proves the theorem. 
5. RANK Two SECTIONS 
In this ection we find necessary conditions for a rank two restricted 
semisimple Lie algebra A to occur as a section L [a, /I] of a restricted simple 
Lie algebra L with optimal Cartan subalgebra H. While the conditions we 
obtain here are not sufficient for A to occur as a section fsuch an L (as 
Corollary 9.9, which we obtain after proving our main classification 
theorem, shows) they are adequate for use in the proof of our classification 
theorem. We also investigate th same problem under the additional 
hypothesis that every rank one section L[a] is isomorphic to (0) or el(2). In
this case we show that A must be classical semisimple. This condition is
obviously sufftcient as well. 
5.1. We begin with some technical results about semisimple subalgebras 
of W, in which some root vector has nonzero pth power. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted s misimple Lie 
algebra over F containing a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra H. Let 
a, y E A(A, H) and u E A, be such that a([A,, A-,]) # (0) and y(up) # 0. 
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Then either A z W, or A g S, where S = W( 1: 2) or H(2: 1, @( 1))“‘. Inthe 
latter case, S has dimension p2, and A has dimension pz+ 1 and has p2 - 1 
roots, each of multiplicity one.
Proof Since a(~“) = 0 (cf. Lemma 1.1.4 of [6]) we have that 
H= [A,,A-,] +I% p. If I # (0) is a restricted ideal of A then H nI # (0) 
(for otherwise I is a nil ideal by Lemma 2.3.1 of [6]). Thus either 
a(H n 1) # (0) or Y(H ?I 1) # (0). In either case we see that H s I and so 
I=A. 
Now, as up # (0), Lemma 2.5ii) shows that A is one of the algebras listed 
in b), d), e), or f) of Proposition 2.1. But the algebras listed ind) and f) 
contain proper estricted ideals (el(2) @ B, or W, @ B, for the algebras in
d), H(2: 1)“’ for the algebras inf)) and hence A cannot be one of these 
algebras. Thus A z W, or A g 5, where S = W(l: 2) H(2: 1: Q(l))‘*‘, or -- 
H(2: 1: @(y(l))) (‘). But if A zk W, then as (0) # [A,, A -r] s [S, S] n H c 
SnHfH (cf. Lemma 1.1.1 of [6]) we have dimHnS=l and so by 
Lemma 2.5iv) S = W(1:2) or H(2: 1: @( 1))‘2’. These algebras are p*- 
dimensional (cf. Corollary 1.8.2 of [6]) and by Corollary 4.12.1 of (61 each 
root has multiplicity one.Since A = ,?= S + H we have the result. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let E = a(x, + I)‘+’ x;-‘D, + (x, + l)i D,, where 0 < i < 
p - 1 and a # 0. Then for any j, 1 (j <p - 1, E and G = (x1 + l)j xzD2 
generate he p2-dimensional subalgebra B, E c W, . 
Proof. By Jacobson’s formula for pth powers (cf. [6, Section 1.11) 
Ep = -a(x, + 1) D, - iax,D,. Clearly GP = x2D2. Let R be the subalgebra 
generated by E and G. Then as G = (x, + l)p-itj x,E E B,E we have 
R s B,E. Let p = ia, - a2 (so E E (W&J and y =jo, (so G E (W,),). Thus, 
as R is generated by root vectors, R is H invariant. Since 
[EP, E] = [GP, G] =O, [EP, G] #O and [GP,E] # 0, we see that 
O#(adE)“(adG)“EER,,+,,,+,, whenever O<u<p- 1, 1 (v<p- 1 
and that O#(adG)P-l(adE)“(adG)EER,,+,,D whenever O<u <p- 1. 
Since dim((B,E),) = 1 we have that R, = (B,E), for all roots t. In 
particular, R contains (a(x, + 1) x$-lD, + D2) = ((xi+ l)p-i E) = (B,E)),* 
and (x:D2) = ((x, + l)p-i x:E) = (B2E),z and hence contains (x2D2) =
[(B2E),z, (B,E)-J. Thus R has dimension >p’ and so R = B,E. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R be a subalgebra of W, invariant under ad H, 
where H= ((x, + l)D,,x,D,), containing E = (x, + l)i D, and 
G= (x1 + ly’x,D,, where 0 < j < p - 1. Suppose R has p2 - 1 roots with 
respect toH, each of multiplicity one.Then R = B,E. 
Proof R contains (ad G)‘E = (-l)‘(x, + l)ri+i D, for all r, so 
(x, + l)‘D, E R for all 1. Thus Rlolea2z B,E for all 1. Now, by 
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Lemma 3.5b), Rja,+oz = (a(~, + lyx:D, +b(x, + ly’+* x D,) for some 
Q, b E F. Then [Dt,Rjal+a2] c R,,= ((x, + lrx,D,). Hence b= 0 and so 
Rja,+q - cB,E. Since P=x,D, and GfB,E we have R,,l+a2~B2E for 
all 1. Applying (ad DJ shows that R,,, cB,E for all 1. Now 
W, = B,D, f B,D, and each summand is invariant u der the nilpotent 
derivation (adDZ). Thus if R & B,D, there is some u E R, such that 
u 6$ B, D,, [Dz, u] E B,D,. Since each root space has multiplicity one and 
tx, + 11% fR~,,+<p-m~ we must have /? # fez, + (p - 1) a,. Then by 
Lemma 3Sb) u must have the form a(xi + 1)” ’ xSD, + b(x, + l)r x:+ ID,, 
where a,bEF, a#O, O<s<p-2. Since [DZ,u]~BzDz we must have 
s = 0, so U(Xl f I)‘+’ D,+ b(x, + l)‘x,D, E R,,, = ((x1 + l)‘x,D,), a 
contradiction. HenceR G B, D, = B,E. But since R contains p2 - 1 root 
spaces of dimension one and also contains xZ D, we have dim R >p*, so 
equality holds. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a semisimple subalgebra of Wz containing 
((xl+ l)D,,x,D,). Then for some i, O<i<p-1, and some aEF 
a(xl + l)‘+’ x;-‘D, + (x, + l)‘D, EA. 
ProoJ: If not, using Lemma 3.5 we see that 
If this holds then 
An(((x,+ l)‘xi,D,IO<i<p- 1,1<j<p- 1) 
+((x,+ 1)‘a$D210<i<p- 1,2<j<p- 1)) 
is a nilpotent ideal inA, hence by the semisimplicity of A is(0). Since A is 
(ad ~)-invari~t this implies A = A(“‘). Then ker a, is central inA, 
contradicting simisimplicity. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let A be a finite-dimensional restricted semisimple Li
algebra over F containing a two-dimensional optimal Cartan subalgebra H. 
Let a, y be roots of A such that for some uf A, we have a( [A ,,, A _J) f (0) 
and y(u’) # 0. Then A[a] g W, , 
Proof. If A r W, then Lemmas 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 show that if u E A,, 
up # 0, then A[a] g W, (for if H = (x, D, , x,D,) the only root vectors with 
nonzero pth powers belong to-a, and --(x2). Hence by Lemma 5.1 we may 
assume that A = .!? = S + 29, where dim H n S = 1, S is simple, and A has 
p2 - 1 roots, each of multiplicity one. 
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By Corollary 2.3 we may assume that A s W, and H = (x, D,, x,D,), 
((x,+1)D,~x,D,)~or ((xl+l)D,,(xz+l)Q). 
First uppose H = (xi D, , x2 D,). Then the only root vectors with nonzero 
p th powers are multiples of D + ax<- ‘x2 D,, a E F, and of 
D, + bx, xf-‘D b E F. Hence wd assume a=--a, and 
u = D + ax’;-‘:,‘D,. If theconclusion of thT:mma fails then A[a,] 2 W, 1 
and so, by Corollary 3.10 (as every root of A has multiplicity 
one) A[a,] = (0). But A,, # (0) and therefore A,, = (xIxzD,), 
so H n S = [A-,,, A ,] = (x2D2). But a([A,, A-J) # (0) implies 
(0) # a(H n S) = (0), a contradiction. 
Now assume H= ((xl + 1) D,,x,D,). Since a, is proper A(a,] = (0) by 
Corollaries 3.6 and 3.10. This (and the fact that Wz[al] contains no olvable 
H-invariant subalgebras of dimension >a shows that 
(0) #Aia, n solv( WC;,)) for at least p - 2 values ofi, 1< i <p - 1. Thus, by 
Lemm 3.5, some G = (xl + 1 y’ x2D2, 1<j <p - 1, belongs toA. Since, by
Lemma 5.4, some E = a(x, + l)‘+’ XT-‘D, + (xl + l)j D, E A we see that if 
a # 0 Lemma 5.2 applies and shows that A = B,E + H, while if a = 0 
Lemma 5.3 applies and shows A = B,D, + H. Now B, D, + H is not 
semisimple (for x2 B, D, is a solvable id al). Hence we must have a# 0 and 
A = B,E + H. We may replace E by (xl + 1))‘E and so assume i = 0. But 
then A[ra, + a*] is nonsolvable (for (xl + l)-’ EA-Tu,-u2, (xl+ 1)‘~: E E 
A and [(x, + 1))’ E, (x, + 1)’ x: E] = 2x, D2). Thus, by 
Cba;o;%y 3.10, A[ra, +a,] z W, and so the desired conclusion h lds unless 
a E Za, . NOW Ain, = ((x1 + 1)’ x,E) = ((x, + 1)’ xzD,) SO if uE Ai,, then 
up E (x,D,). But as noted above, (x2 D,) s H n [A, A] = H n S and hence 
(x2D2)= Hn [A,A]. Thus if a E Za, we have a([A,, A-,]) = 
al(xZ DJ F = (0), contradicting our hypotheses. Thusthe conclusion of the 
lemma holds when H = ((xl + 1) D,,x,D,). 
Finally, ifH = ((xi t 1) D,, (x2 + 1) D2) then, since H is optimal, 
Corollaries 3.8 and 3.10 show that every A[B] z (0). Thus, by 
Corollary 3.8a), for every B there is some i (depending o  /3), 1 ( i <p - 1, 
such that A, E Kio( W,). Since every such Ai is nonzero, Lemma 3.7 shows 
that A = H t ,& K,( W,). Since [K,( W,), K-J W,)] = (0) this contradicts 
the hypotheses that a( [A,,, A _ ,I) # (0), and so shows that his case cannot 
occur. This completes heproof. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra over F with optimal 
Cartan subalgebra H. Let A = L[a, B], uE A,, up # 0. Then there exists 
some root ysuch that ifC = L [a, y] then there is u, E C, with y(uT) # 0 and 
at[C,, - 1) + (0). 
Proof. Let v EL, be such that Vty,4,v = u. Then up # 0. By Schue’s 
lemma (Proposition 1.10) H = Cy(U9+0 [Ly, L-J so there exists y EA(L, H) 
such that y(vp) # 0 and a([L,, L-,I) # (0). Let xE L,, y E L-, be such that 
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a([x, y]) # 0. Note that if I is a restricted ideal of L’“.” and 
rn(([x,y])+(~~))#(O) then either uEZ or (x,y, ]x,y])~Z, and so, in 
either case, ([x, y], 0”) G I, which implies (u, x, y, [x, JJ], up) G I. Thus 
Ix,YI E [A 11 d an so ( v, x, y, [x, y], vp) G [I, I]. Applying this to Z = L’“’ y, 
and iterating shows that L(a3y) is not solvable. Applying it to ker Y,,,,, 
shows that ~Iy,,,,,([x,~l, up> is a two-dimensional Cartan subalgebra of
C = L[a, y]. Setting ui= Y,,,, u, we have a([C,, C-J) f (O), ~(4) z 0, as 
required. 
5.2. We can now prove our main result ofthis ection. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F with optimal Cartan subalgebra H. Let a,/I be independent 
roots of L with respect toH. Then one of the following holds: 
i) L[y] r (0) or 51(2) for every E Za + Z/I- {O); 
ii) L [a, /3] is isomorphic toa subalgebra ofW, containing optimal 
Cartan subalgebra (x, D, , x2 D,); 
iii) L[a, /I], = (0) for at least two y E Za + Z/I - (0). 
Proof If L[a,/?] isclassical then i) holds. Thus, by Corollary 2.3, we 
may assume that L[a, p] is a subalgebra of W, with optimal Cartan 
subalgebra ff’ = ylln.4, H= (x,D,,x,D,), ((x1 + l)D,,x,D,), or 
((x1+ l)D,,(x,+ l)D,). If H’=(x,D,,x,D,) then ii) holds. If 
H’ = ((x, + 1) D,, (x2 + 1) D,) then, by Corollary 3.8, i) holds. 
Thus we may assume H’ = ((x, + 1) D,, x2 D,). Set A = L [a, p]. Then, by 
Corollary 3.6, A[a,] = (0) or A [a,] z sI(2). Thus (A(a1’ + solv(W”~‘))/ 
solv( Wzal)) is a proper subalgebra of W,[a,]. Since W, contains oproper 
subalgebra of dimension >3 which contains ((x, + 1) D, )we see that either 
iii) holds or else (by Lemma 3.5d)) (0) # A,, , n solv( W’~I’)~, , = 
((x, + 1)’ xzD,) for at least p - 4 values of i, 1 < i <p - 1. Thus (as p > 7) 
u= (x, + l)‘x,D, EA,,, for some i, l<i<p- 1. Now uP=xZDZ#O. 
Then A =L[a,/?] =L[a,,P] and L emma 5.6 shows that for some root ywe 
have C=L[a,,y], u,EC,,, ~04) f 0, a,(lC,, C-,1) f (0). Hence by 
Lemma 5.5 C[a,] 2 W,. But C[a,] =L[al, y][aI] = L[al] = L[a,,P][a,] = 
A [al] 2 W,, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
5.3. If every L[a] g (0) or eI(2) we can obtain sharper results. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra over F containing 
an optimal Cartan subalgebra H. Let a, /I be roots of L with respect toH. 
Suppose L[a] z (0) or eI(2) and u E L[a,&. Then up = 0. 
Proof If up # 0, then Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 show that for some y we have 
W, E L[a, ~][a] = L[a], acontradiction. 
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PROPOSITION 5.9. Let L be a restricted simple Lie algebra over F 
containing an optimal Cartan subalgebra H. Let a, /I be roots of L with 
respect toH. Suppose L[y] E (0) or sI(2)for every E Za + Z/3 - (0). Then 
L [a, /3] is classical semisimple. 
ProoJ Clearly L [a, p] cannot be isomorphic to el(2) @ W, or W, @ W, . 
Thus if L[a, /3] is listed ina) or c) of Proposition 2.1 we are done. If 
L[a,p] z W, then by Lemmas 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 some L[y] r W,. If L[a,b] 
is listed ind) it must have the form sI(2) @ B, + a by Lemma 2.4. Let 
s = sI(2) 0 B, . If a(Hn S) = (0) then L[a,j3]‘*’ = h . B, + G3, where 
(h)=HnS. If DEB then K,(L[a,/?])# T,(L[a,b]) and so, by 
Lemma 3.12, L[a] E W,, a contradiction. Thus @ = ((x + 1) 0) and so 
h . (x + 1) is a root vector with nonzero pth power. This contradicts 
Lemma 5.8. Thus L[a,p] is not listed in ) of Proposition 2.1.If L is listed 
in e) or f) of Proposition 2.1 then SG L G Der S, where S is simple and 
H @ S. If H n S = (0), then since H c S, S must contain a root vector with 
nonzero pth power, again contradicting Lemma 5.8. By Corollary 3.11 
dim H n S cannot be 1. This eliminates the algebras li ted in e) and f) of 
Proposition 2.1 a d so proves the proposition. 
6. THE SUBALGEBRA Q 
Let A4 be a restricted Li  algebra over F containing a  optimal Cartan 
subalgebra H. In this section we will define a certain subspace Q(M, H) of M 
and show that if M is simple then Q(M, H) is a subalgebra satisfying 
dim M’a,4’/Q(M, H) ~XJ) < 2 for all roots a and p. 
6.1. Let a be a root of M with respect to H. As H is optimal  is proper 
(by Theorem 4.11) and so by Proposition 1.7 $Y(M’a’, H) contains a unique 
element ofmaximal dimension. 
DEFINITION 6.1. If a is a root of M with respect to H let Q’*‘(M, H) 
denote the unique lement ofmaximal dimension i V(M’“‘, H). Write 
(Q’a’(M, H))i, = Q,,(M, H). Define 
QW, H) = z Q,(M H) = c Q’“‘(M HI. 
a a 
Note that H c Q’a’(M, H) (for H + Q’“‘(M, H) E g(M’a’), H )and so 
Q&f, W = H. 
DEFINITION 6.2. ZfX E d(M, H) let Q(M, H)‘x’ = CaeW Q,(M, H). 
6.2. We record some easy properties of Q(M, H). 
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LEMMA 6.3. a) If X c A(M, H), then Q(M, Hjcx’ = Q(M(“‘), H); 
b) Q(M, H) 2 solv 44; 
c) if N is a solvable ideal of M, then Q(M/N, (H + N)/N) = 
QW, WIN; 
d) if M, 2 H is a subalgebra of M, then Q(M, , H) 2 Q(M, H) r\ M, ; 
ej Q(w2, (x,4,x2D2))= WZ,~; 
f) if M=M,@M, then Q(M, H) = Q(M1, M, n H) + QW2, 
M, n H). 
Proof. If a E ZX then (M’*‘)‘“’ = MCU) and hence Q’O’(M’x’, H) =
Q’*‘(M, H). Thus Q(M, w(X) = CcrEw Q’“‘(M, H) = .Zcucw Q(-)(M’X’, H) =
Q(MCx), H), proving a). If R E Q(M (=), H) and Z is a solvable ideal of MCa’ 
then R + I E @(M(“), H). Hence MC”) n (solv M) G Q’“‘(M, H), giving b). 
For c) let X = {a E d(M, H) 1 a(N n H) = (0)) and identify a E X with the 
element of ((H + N)/N)* it induces (so X is identified with d(M/N, 
(H + N)/N)). Thus Q(WN, (H + WV = Caex Q’%W’A W + WN)) 
and (since /I E A(M, H), p & X, implies M, c N) Q(M, H)/N = 
CaEx (Qy’(M, H) + N)/N. Because, for a E X, R E V(M’“‘, H) if and only 
if (R + N)/N E Q((Zkf/N)(“), (H + N)/N) we have Q’“‘(M/N, (H+ N)/N) = 
(Q’*‘(M, H)+ N)/N, proving c). Since Q(M, H)‘*’ n M, E Q(M’,“‘, H), we 
have d). Using Lemma 3.3b) it is immediate hat Q’“‘(W,, (x, D,, x,D,)) =
w’“)n w for all roots a, 
Xi2= {a E ZM, H) 1 a(HnMTei) = (0)). 
giving e). For f), set 
Note that, as H is its own 
centralizer, H = (H n M,) + (H n M2) and r = X, U X2. Then MC*‘) =
Mi + H and so Q(Mi, Mi n H) + H = Q(M(‘i’, H). Thus Q(M, H) = 
Q(M’xl’, H)+ Q(M? H) = Q(M, , M, n H) + Q(h42, M, n Hj. 
6.3. We now investigate Q(A, H), where A is a rank two section fa 
simple Lie algebra L.
LEMMA 6.4. Let A be a restricted semisimple Lie algebra over F with 
two-dimensional Cartan subalgera H.Suppose that A, = (0) for at least two 
a E A(A, H). Then Q(A, H) is subalgebra of A and dim(A/Q(A, H)) < 2. 
Proof: Since A has fewer than p2 - 2 roots Lemma 2.5iii) shows that it 
must be one of the algebras listed ina), c), or d) of Proposition 2.1, and if A
is listed ind) of Proposition 2.1it must have the form el(2) @B, + 9?. Now 
if A is listed ina) each A[a] is classical; thusQ’*‘(A, H)=Ata) for all a so 
Q(A, H) = A and the conclusions f the lemma hold. The algebras listed in
c) have the form A = A, @A,, where the Ai are of rank one. By definition 
Q(Ai, A,n H) is a subalgebra ofAi and by Proposition 1.7e) it has 
codimension <l so Lemma 6.3f) shows that A satisfies the conclusions f the 
lemma. Finally, let A = S + g, where S = el(2) @B,. Then S is a non-nil 
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proper restricted id al in A and so (cf. [6, Lemma 2.3.11) dim H n S = 1. 
Let abe a root with a(H n S) = (0). Then A = S + A(=). Since S E Q(A, H) 
we see that S E Q(A, H) and hence Q(A, H) = S + Q’“‘(A, H). Since 
Q(“‘(A, H) is a subalgebra of codimension <l in Atn), A satisfies th  
conclusions of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let A be a restricted s misimple Lie algebra over F. 
Assume that A is a rank two section fa restricted simple Lie algebra and 
that W, 2 A 2 (x, D,, x2D,). Then Q(A, H) is a subalgebra of codimension 
<2 in A. 
Prooj Lemma 6.3d) (with M= W,, M, = A) and Lemma 6.3e) show 
that Q(A, H) 1 A n W,,,. Since W,,, is a subalgebra of codimension twoin 
W, we have dim A/Q(A, H) < 2 and Q(A, H) is a subalgebra unless 
AfQ(A,H)#An W,,. In the latter case we may assume 
A(“l) = Qcal)(A, H) # A?“l)n W,,,. Thus A[a,] z (0) or eI(2) and so, by 
Lemma 3.12, Kim,(A) = T,,,(A) for all i, I < i<p - 1. As Acal’ & W,., we 
have E = D, + ax:-‘x,D, E A-,, for some a E F. As A[a,] g (0) or sI(2) 
we have (ad E)’ A, G solv(A al)) for all i> 1. Thus a,((adE)‘Ai,,)= (0  
and so (since [(W,)-,,, (WJ,,] = [E, (FV2j,,]) (adE)‘-‘Ai,,GK,,(A)= 
T,,(A). Thus (ad E)i Ai,, 7 (0) for i> 1. It is clear f om Lemma 3.3b) that 
adE:Aja,+Au-l),, is uqective for j> 1 and so Aia, = (0) for i> 1. Thus 
Lemma 6.4 applies to A and gives the desired conclusion. 
6.4. Using the preceding rank two results we now study Q(L, H) for L
simple. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F with optimal Cartan subalgebra H. Then Q(L, H) is a 
subalgebra of L. If a,P E A(L, H) then dim L’“*4’/Q(L, H)‘**” < 2. 
Proof. It is clearly enough to show that, for a,/3 E A(L, H), Q(L, H)‘“.” 
is a subalgebra of codimension <2 in LCavD’. Write H’ = !Pf,,B,H. Since 
Q(L, H)‘“,“’ = Q(L(n*D), H  2 solv L(Oq4) and Q(L(a35), H /(solv L’“*4’) = 
Q(L[a, /3], H’) (by Lemma 6.3) it is sufficient to show that Q(L[a, p], H’) is 
a subalgebra of codimension<2 in L[a, j?]. By Proposition 5.7 either 
L [r] E (0) or sI(2) for every E Za + Zp - (O}, L [a, /3] is isomorphic to a
subalgebra of W, containing (xi D, , x, D,), or L[ a, /I] y = (0) for at least two 
y E Za + Z/l - {O). In the first case Q(L[a, p], H’) = L[a,/I], giving the 
desired result. In the second case Lemma 6.5 gives the result and in the final 
case Lemma 6.4 gives the result. 
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7. CLASSICAL ALGEBRAS 
We will now show that if Q(L, H) = L, then L is classical. 
7.1. Note that in the following result wedo not assume that H is a torus 
and that we relax our hypothesis on p to p > 5. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over an algebraically c osed field F of characteristic p > 5 ontaining 
a Cartan subalgebra H. Suppose that, for every a, /I E A(L, H), L [a, /3] is (0) 
or classical semisimple. Then L is classical. 
ProoJ For a # 0, define K,(L) = {x E L, 1 a([x, L-,1) = (O)}. (This 
agrees with the definition we use when H is a torus.) Note that, by 
Theorem 2.1 of [26], a([H, H]) = (0) and so [K,(L), H]G K,(L). If 
x E L, -K,(L) and Z is an ideal of Lea) containing x then a(Zn H) # (0) 
so x E Z(l) and hence Z is not solvable. Thus ~olv(L(~~~))~ E K,(L). Since 
L [a, p] is (0) or classical we have K,(L [a, /I]) = (0). Clearly 
(K,(L) + solv(Lca~O~))/solv(Lca,O,) E K,(L [a, PI). 
Hence K,(L) = sol~(L(~‘~))~. Therefore, as solv(L’“*“‘) is an ideal in L(a3B), 
we have that [L,, K,(L)] E K,+,(L) wh enever a, a + p # 0. Also, for a# 0, 
[[L,,K,(L)]L,l c W+dyKS4 + bL$L(L)J,ll 
E [La+5, K (L)1 + [L-a, K +,(L)1 cK,(L) 
for /3 # -a and 
[[[L,,K,(L)IL,lL,l z 11L-,,K,(L)l[L-,,L,ll 
+ [[bL~K,(L)lL,lLl 
c [[L,,K,(L)] HI + [K,(L),L-,I 5 F,WJ-,I, 
which implies [[L_,,K,(L)]L-,]sK-,(L). Thus [[L-,,K,(L)],L6]C 
K,(L) for all a,p# 0 and so K = C,,,K,(L) + CafO [K,(L), L-,] is an 
ideal in L, hence (0) or L. If K = L, then L, = K,(L) = ~olv(L(~~~))~ for all 
a and /.I. Thus L [a, /I] = (H + solv(L’“~4’))/(solv L’“*4’)issolvable, h nce 
(0). We will show this contradicts the implicity of L. (In fact, a result of
Schue [ 19, Theorem 81 shows that if every L(n34) is solvable then L is 
solvable. W  give an easier a gument here to get the weaker esult weneed.) 
Since L is simple H = 2, fO [L,,L-,] and so we can find some a and t 
such that r([L,, L-,]) # (0). Let 0 # x E [L,, L_,] satisfy r(x) # 0. Then 
Schue’s lemma (Proposition 1.10) shows that H = ~tiXj+O [L,, L-Y] so there 
exists p such that a([L,, L-,1) # (0) and p([L,, L-,]) # (0). Let A4 be the 
subalgebra of L(a34) generated by L,,L-,,L,, and L_,. It is then 
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immediate hat A4 = M(l), contradicting L[a,/3] = (0) Thus K # L and so 
K = (0). 
Since (0) = K,(L) = solv(L nV4))a for all a and since very root of L [a, p] 
(which is (0) or classical) has multiplicity one we have dim L, = 1 for all a
and a( [L,, L-,I) + (0). Thus the hypotheses ofBlock’s theorem [4] (cf. 
[6, Theorem 1.9.11) are satisfied an so we may conclude that L is either 
classical or else for some root a every ia, 1 < i < <p - 1, is a root. But as 
L[a,P] is classical, for some i we have (0) = L [a, Plia =
L,,/(solv L (a’4))ia = Li, and so the latter case is impossible. 
7.2. The following important s ep in our classification rgument, which 
is of independent i erest, is now immediate from Propositions 1.7, 5.9, and 
7.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F, an algebraically c osed field of characteristic p > 7.Let H be 
a toral Cartan subalgebra ofL. Assume that, for every y E A(L, H), 
L[y] z (0) or eI(2). Then L is classical. 
8. SPARSE REPRESENTATIONS 
8.1. We will now consider the structure of algebras which have represen- 
tations with only a few weights. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let M be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an 
algebraically closed field F of arbitrary characteristic withCartan 
subalgebra H. Let 4 be a faithful irreducible representation of M on V. Let r 
be the set of roots of A4 with respect toH and A be the set of weights ofV. If 
for every 1E A, y E r, we have ](A. + Zy) A A ] < 2, and for every AE A we 
have dim I’, = 1 we say that 4 is a sparse representation of M. 
8.2. We now show that algebras with sparse representations are early 
classical. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let M be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over an 
algebraicaly c osed field F of characteristic p > 7. If M has a sparse 
representation then M”‘/z(M”)) is a direct sum of classical simple algebras. 
ProojI Let $: IV+ End V be a sparse representation of M (so, in 
particular, d is faithful andirreducible). Sincedim VA = 1 for each A E A, the 
action of H on V is diagonalizable. Henceso is the adjoint action of H on 
End, V and on 9(M) g M. In particular, H isabelian. For a E A(M, H) let 
T,(M) = {x E M, ) [x, M-,] = (0)} (generalizing the definition of 
Section 2.4). Clearly, [T, T,] c Ta+p. Note that if x E M, then 
4(x)’ V = (0) and so (as $ is faithful) (adx)” = 0. 
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We claim that if aEl-, 1 <i,j<p- 1, and i+j#p, then [Mia,Mj,] 
= (0). If not hen there exists some IE /i such that Vci+j,a+n 2 Mipj, V, + 
Mj,Mi, V, 1 [M,, Mja] VA # (0). Thus (i +j) a + 2, A E /i and either 
ia + 1 or ja + L E /i contradicting ](A +Za) n /1] < 2. 
Now suppose xEM,,yEM-,, [XY] z 0, P([xY])= 0 (and so 
[~Lvll= 0). Th en f or some I E A we have A( [xy]) # 0. Replacing 1 by 
1- /3 if necessary we may assume 4(y) V, = (0). Then (0) =
$(y)’ 4(x)’ V, = 2($([xy]))’ V, = 2(A([xy]))* V, # (0), a contradiction. 
Suppose M, # I,. Then there xist x, EM,, x-, EM-, with 
0 f h, = [x,, x-,I, and so by the preceding remark we can assume 
a(h,)=2. Now if O#yEMi,, l<i<p- 1, then as ia(h,)#O we have 
Ix,,Y] + 0 or [x-,,y] ~0. This implies i= fl. If i= 1, then 
a([x-,,y+a([x_,,y]/2)~,])=0. Thus [~,,y+a([x-,,yl/2)x,l=O and 
so y E Fx, . Thus M, = Fx, and similarly M-, = Fx-, . 
Now suppose a + /I # 0 and [M,, Ta] G Tm+o. Then, by the preceding 
remark (applied to a+@, Ma+4= [M,,T,], II~‘“+~‘=H+Fx,+,+ 
Fx -a-4 with ha+4= [x,+~,x -,-ol, (a +P)(h,+,)= 2. Hence ha+, E 
~[KJ~l~-,-,l c [PLM-,-,I T,l+ lN&+f-,-,I1 c [M,,M-,l 
=Fh,. Thus hut4= kh,. Now (as #(xa)* = @(xato)’ = 0) the only eigen- 
values ofq@,) and of #,+,) on V are 0, fl, so (as h,+,#O) k= f 1. 
Since 2 = (a + /?)(h,+,) = k(a +/3)(/z,) = 2k +k/3(/z,), k = 1 implies 
/I(&) = 0 and k = -1 implies P(h,) = -4. As (ad x,)~ = 0, the only eigen- 
values ofad h, are 0, f 1, and k2. As p > 7 this implies k = 1, p(h,) = 0. 
Now let IE/1 satisfy ;l(h,) = 1. Then (0) #x-, VA so 1 -a Eli. But 
(A--a)(h,+,)=O,-a)(h,)=-1 so (O)#X,+~X-,V~. Thus A+/?E/I. As 
(1 +/-w&J = W,) = 1 we may replace 1 by 1+ /I and conclude A + 2p E /i. 
This contradicts ](A+ Z/l) n A ] < 2. Hence [M,, T,] G Ta+o and so 
T=C 4Er T,, is an ideal in M. Since 4(x,)* = 0 for every /3, the Engel- 
Jacobson theorem (cf. [6, Section 1.lo]) shows that {U E V ] o(r) v= (0)} # 
(0). As 4 is faithful and irreducible, T = (0). 
Now as H is abelian, M(‘) =LAO M, + CMl IMa9 M-al. Since 
L(W = T&N = (0) we have a( [M,, M-,]) # (0). Thus M(” = M’*’ and 
HnM”’ is a Cartan subalgebra of M”‘. Clearly (solv(M”‘)), E 
K,(M) = (0) so solv(M”‘) E H n M”) and hence solv(M”‘) = z(M(“). 
If a, /I Er then there exist x6 E MB, xPD E M-,, such that 
P(lX,~ x -D]) = 2. As (ad x~)~ = 0, the eigenvalues of ad([x,, xPD]) are 
among 0, *l, f2. Since (a + kp)([x,,x-,]) = a([x,,x-,]) + 2kwe have 
that a+ k/I Er for at most 5values ofk. Thus not every a + k/3 EI-. 
We claim that M”’ = HnM”’ = Hn Mcl) +Ea.,. M, is the Cartan 
decomposition of M”’ with respect to H’ = H n M”‘. To establish this it is 
clearly enough to show that if aand p-are roots of M with respect to H and 
if a IH, =/31H,, then a =/3. For such a,/3 let 0# x,E M, for y = fa,/3, 
a([x,,x-,])=2. Then (a+P)([x,,x-,])=2a([x,,x-,])=4. But (as
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(adxJ3 =0) the eigenvalues of ad([x,,x-,]) areamong 0, fl, k2. Thus 
a+P&r. Since /~([x,,x-, 1) = a([~,, x-,I) = 2, xq generates a three- 
dimensional (x,, x-,, [xa, x-,I)-module with weights /I, p- a, /I - 2a. If 
/I#a, this implies /I-aET and so Gs-a)([M~_,,Mn-b])~(0). But 
[M,-, Maen] c Z-Z’ and @ - a)(ZZ’) = (0), a contradiction. 
Thus M(‘)/z(M(‘)) is classical n the sense of [20, Section II.31 and so is a 
direct sum of classical simple algebras. 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let M be as in Proposition 8.2and H’ = Hn M”‘. 
Then 
a) ifa,j?ErandaI,,=pI,, then a=j3; 
b) any ideal of M”’ is an ideal of M. 
ProoJ: Part a) has been proved above. For b) let Zbe an ideal of M”‘. 
Since 44”’ has Cartan decomposition H’ + CuEr M,, Z = Hn Z + 
Caer (M, n Z). Hence Z is (ad H)-invariant and so is an ideal in 
M=H+M”‘. 
9. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
In this section we will prove our main result. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional restricted simple Lie 
algebra over F, an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > I, 
containing a toral Cartan subalgebra. Then L is classical or a 
Jacobson- Witt algebra. 
9.1. Our proof of Theorem 9.1. will depend on a sequence oflemmas. 
Let H be an optimal Cartan subalgebra of L. If Q(L, H) = L, then, by 
Theorem 7.2, L is classical and the theorem holds. Wemay therefore assume 
Q(L, H) # L and, by Proposition 6.6,find a maximal subalgebra 
L,zQ(L,H). Let Lz... zL-,zL,,zL,z... be a corresponding 
filtration of L (as defined inSection 1.2) and G = C G, be the associated 
graded algebra. 
Now H c Q(L, H) EL, and L, is a nilpotent ideal in L,. Thus 
H n L, = (0) and so H maps isomorphically onto a Cartan subalgebra 
H+L,IL,, which we again denote by H, of G,. We have 
G-,= [G-,, G-i], and so if G-,# (0) then there exist roots &vEZ such 
that G -* ,,+,z [G-l,p,G-I,,] # (0). But this implies dim L(“*“)/ 
Q(L, H)“‘*” >2, contradicting Proposition 6.6.Thus L = L _, . 
Let Zi = {y E H* ] G,,,# 0). (Note that 0f Z’,,.) As dim L(y)/Q(y)(L, H) 
Q 1 we have dim G-i ,y = 1 for all yE Z-, . From Proposition 6.6 we have 
that I(A+zy)nr-,I<2 for every 1EZ-r, YEZ,, y#O. As the action f
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G, on G_, is faithful and irreducible (bydefinition of L-, and L,) the 
representation of G, and G_, is sparse (in the sense of Definition 8.1). For 
each YET-, fix u,E G-,,,such t at G-,,,=Fv,. 
If Z is an ideal in G, let Z, = {r E Z,, ]Z n G,,,# (O)}. Thus Z = CYEr, I,. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let Z and J be ideals in G, with [I, J] = (0) and 
Z+J?G$“.Zfa,/lEr,anda-/?EZT,thena=/?. 
Proof. Let H’ = H n Gb”. Then (Hn Z) + (Hr7 J) 2 H’. Now 
[I, H n J] = [J, Hn Z] = (0). Thus Z,(H n J) = T,(H n I) = (0). If a, /3 are 
as above we have a -/3 E Zr,n Zr, and so (a --P)(W) = (0). By 
Corollary 8.3, this gives a= p. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let Z and J be ideals in G, with [I, J] = (0) and 
Z + J 1 Gr’. Then there cannot exist elements 8 E r,, 0 E Zr,, VI,, v1/2 E Zr, 
such that 0, 0 + 4, 0 + w,, 0 + $ + w2 are distinct elements ofr,. 
Proof: Suppose such elements do exist. Since Z + J? G6” we have 
r,, = r, u r,. AS 8 # B + w,, Lemma 9.2 gives that 0,8 + vi are not both in 
r,. If 8 E r, then 0 + v, 66 r’ SO B + w, E Z, and 8 E Zr,. Then applying 
Lemma 9.2 to a = t?, p = 0 gives 8= 0 E Z,. Thus, in any case, 19 E Z,. Then 
Lemma 9.2 (with Z and J interchanged) applied toa = 0 + $, p = 0 shows 
that e+fxr, SO e++a-,. Thus eEr,nZr, SO 0=0 and 
$,#+v2Ero. NOW $EZr,nr,=r,. Then by Lemma9.2 #+v/z6?Z’, so
4 + w2 E Zr,. Hence 4 E Z, n Zr, = (0), acontradiction. 
LEMMA 9.4. Let Z and J be ideals in G, with [I, J] = (0) and Z + J 2 
GF’. Assume further that Z(‘), J(l) # (0) and that Z(l) has no nontrivial 
modules with (3 weights and no weights ofmultiplicity > 1. Then: 
a) Let y E r,, 0 # xy E IY, 1E r-, and [x7, v*] # 0. Then there xists 
&ET-,such thatO#k-A,EZT,and [x,,~,,]#O. 
b) Let y E r,, 0 # xY E J,, AE r- 1 and [x,, v~] # 0. Then there xist 
li E r-, , i = 1,2, such that 1, I,, A2 are distinct, 1- 1,) 1- A2 E zr,, and 
[xy, u,J # 0, i = 1,2. 
Proof. Since H is abelian, J(l) = Cypr J, + CyEr [J,, JeY] is generated by 
&,-J,,. Now {x E G-, I [J”‘, x]= (0)} is a proper G,-invariant subspace of
G -19 hence is (0). Thus, if x,E I, and [x,,, un] # 0, the J”‘-module g nerated 
by [xY, vA] has at least two weights. Since [I, J] = (0), this proves a). 
Interchanging Z and J in the above argument we see that if x,E J, and 
[x,, vA] # 0 then [xY, vA] generates a nontrivial I”‘-module. By assumption 
this module has more than 2 weights. Since [I, J] = (0), this proves b). 
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LEMMA 9.5. Assume that Iand J satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 9.4. 
Let ,uEr, and O#g,EG,,,. Then there exist distinct elements 
47~2~P~P1~P2~r-l such that J,,&Ezr,, P19P*EP+zrJY 
[ [ gc, Ok,] 0~1 # 0 for i = 1,2, and [ [ g, , vni] usi] # 0 for i = 1,2. 
Proof. As g, # 0, there xists p E r-, such that [g,, uq] # 0. Suppose 
,u++p=O. Let A={aEr_,I[[g,,ug]~,]#O}. If A={/3}, then 
ad( [g,, uo]) is a rank one transformation of G-, with (ad [g,, u8])* # 0 and 
so by Lemma 1 of [24] we have G, g gl(G- 1), a contradiction. Thus some 
yEA Y#P and so [[g,,~,]~q]=[[grc,uo]~y]fO. Then [g,,u,]#O and 
,~+r#p+/3=0. Thus there xists somepEr_, with O#~‘+PEr,,. 
If p+/IET, then [[g,,vq]ul]#O for some JEr-, and so by Lem- 
ma9.4a)wecanIindil,ETP, sothatl-A,EZT,and [[g,,u,]uAj]#O. 
Hence by Lemma 9.2 ,U + 1 and ,U + 1, are not both in r,. Thus one of them, 
say, U + A, is.nonzero lement of r,. Thus, replacing p by I if necessary, we 
may assume ~1 + j3 Er,. 
Now,assumingO#~++~E~, [[g,,u,]u,]#Oforsome~Er-,andso 
by Lemma 9.4b) we can find 1,) I, E r-, so that )L, 1,) 1, are distinct, 
A,, A2 E J + Zr,, and [[g,, uD] uli] # 0 for i = 1,2. Then (using Lemma9.2 
and replacing 2, or A, by A if necessary) we may assume ,u + /3 Er,, p +,I,, 
P + 1, Er,, and [ [ gp, uq] uAi] # 0 for i = 1,2. Finally, applying Lem- 
ma 9.4a) to [[g,, Us,] uo] # 0 and to [ [ gP, uAh,] uq] # 0 shows that we can 
find /-I,, /3*E /I + Zr, such that [ [ g,, Us,] uq,] # 0 for i = 1, 2, proving the 
lemma. 
COROLLARY 9.6. Assume that I. and J satisfy the hypotheses of
Lemma 9.4. Let z E T,. Then there xist distinct elements 1,) A2, /3, p, , 
P2--, such that A,-A,EZr,, ,L?,,p2EptZrJ, and rt&+/3, 
rtli+piErOfOr i=l,2. 
Proof: Let 0 # g, E G,,,. Then there exists qE r-, such that 
O# [g,, ~1 E Gl.r+v- Then applying Lemma 9.5 with ,D = r t v and 
g, =[g,, u ], and using the fact that [[[g,,u,l u,l u,l= [[[g,, ~$1u,,,l u , 
gives the result. 
COROLLARY 9.7. Assume that I and J satisfy the hypotheses of
Lemma 9.4. Then G, = (0). 
Proof Otherwise Corollary 9.6 and Lemma 9.3 give acontradiction. 
LEMMA 9.8. G, # (0), and hence G, daes not contain ideals Z and J 
satisfying thehypotheses of Lemma 9.4. 
Proof. Assume G, = (0). If k E r-, then L”’ # Qcn)(L, H) so 
ZA c TV (0) and l([L,, L-,I) # (0). Now - 1@ r, (since otherwise for 
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some /I EZ-i we have /I, /I-I, k E Z-, contradicting 
~(L’“,5’/Q(L,H)(“.5’)~ 2). Thus 1([G-I,-,, G ,,])# (0) so (G_,,-l, 
I,A’ K-N, %I) contains a copy of sI(2). As G, = (0), G must 
decompose into a sum of submodules of dimension 93 under this algebra. 
Since Z,l c TV {0}, this is impossible. 
We can now prove Theorem 9.1. Since the representation of G, G_ i is 
sparse, Proposition 8.2 shows that G~“/x(G~“) is adirect sum of classical 
simple Lie algebras, say, Gr’/z(Gr’) = Cy= i Ii. 
If n = 1, then G, is contained in the algebra ofderivations of a central 
extension of a classical simple Lie algebra. By [3, Lemma 7.11 and [ 5, 
Theorem 3.11 this implies that G, is z(G,) + I, with I, classical simple or
pgl(mp) for some m > 1, or G, = gI(mp) or sl(mp) for some m > 1. Thus in 
this case the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. 
If IZ > 1 let Cy:j Ii =Z/z(Gr’) and Z,, =J/z(Gr)), where Z and J are 
ideals inGb” containing x(Gr’). ByLemma 8.3b) Z and J are ideals inG,. 
Note that [I, J] 5Zn JC z(G$,“). If Z, # (0) we have (Z,,L-,] c Z and 
d[Z,, Ll) f m so L,,L-,cZ. Thus J, = J-,= (0) and so 
[I,, J-,] = (0). Hence [I, J] = (0). Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 9.4 are 
satisfied unless n = 2, I, r el(2). Hence Lemma 9.8 shows that n= 2, 
I, z sI(2). Interchanging the roles of Z and J shows that I, z eI(2) as 
well. As p > 2, [3, Lemma 7.11 and [5, Theorem 3.11 show 
G, r z(G,) + sl(2) + el(2) so the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are again 
satisfied. 
Thus, in any case the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 hold and so L is 
classical or ofCartan type. Since (by Demuskin’s re ults (Proposition 1.2a)) 
the only restricted simple algebras ofCartan type with toral Cartan 
subalgebras are the Jacobson-Witt algebras the proof of Theorem 9.1 is 
complete. 
9.2. It is interesting to note mat we may now list the rank two sections 
of restricted simple L with toral Cartan subalgebras precisely (compare 
Proposition 5.7). 
COROLLARY 9.9. Let A be a rank two section fa finite-dimensional 
restricted simple Lie algebra over F, an algebraically c osed field of charac- 
teristic p > 7, with optimal (toral) Cartan subalgebra. Then A is (0), 
classical semisimple of rank <2, W, , W, or sI(2) @ B, + Der B, . Each of 
these can occur as such a section. 
Proof. Since a section fa classical algebra isclearly classical it is
enough by Theorem 9.1 to determine th rank two sections f W, (n > 2) 
with Cartan subalgebra (x,D, ..., x,D,). Direct omputation shows that, if
ai(xjDj) = 6,) then W,[a,,a,lr W,, W, [a,, a, - a,] g e{(2) 0 B, + 
Der B,, W,(a, - a2, a3 - a,] g ~((2) 0 ef(2), W,,[a, -a,, a2 -a,] g eI(3), 
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and any other rank two section is isomorphic to one of these or is a rank one 
algebra or(0). 
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